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Recently, in my New York
seminar, someone asked me about psychic
vampires and whether or not they really
existed. Can they really take your energy.
I can give some examples of cases which
have happened.

One happened in England at a
health show where I was giving a
demonstration. One of my students who
was helping suddenly felt someone staring
at her, which was unusual as most of the
people in the crowd were watching the
demonstration I was giving. He was very
tall and so easy to see on the other side of
the stage. She said that his black eyes did
not even seem to blink as he stared. At
first she thought she
was mistaken, that
he was not really
looking at her
but he just
kept on
staring, not
even looking
at me doing
Q i g o n g .
Immediately
she closed
herself up and
knew that he
woulddamage
himself by
trying to
direct bad
thoughts at
her.

Another
case was about
one of my
students who
went on to travel
around the world. She
to study with another
Qigong teacher but
after a while she did
not feel right and
decided to leave and
stop studying.
However, because
she had already had
contact with that teacher for a while,
when she decided to leave she felt
uncomfortable. She mentioned that the
other Qigong master used magic to
control her and she felt very vulnerable

and scared. In the end, she came back to me
and asked my advice. I said can influence you
ifyoubalanceyourself. Keep practisingDayan
Qigong. Do the proper Qigong and you will
be alright. However, I did not see her again,
so I hope she is alright and still practising
her Wild Goose.

There was another case where a
grandstudent went to Malaysia. While he was
driving, he saw a small boy cross the street in
front of him. The boy turned and looked
right at him and so he stopped the car feeling
quite afraid. He started to shiver and had
goose pimples on his body. It felt like the boy
was using magic in order to scare him.

I am sure that after reading all these
cases perhaps you also have

had a similar experience
where someone has
tried to make you
scared or someone
you know has had this
happen to them.
Maybe this person
made you feel tired or
upset or distracted you
from your normal
living. I have even
heard about a society
whose members are
like psychic vampires
who train themselves
to suck other people’s
energy. I can tell you
what I think through
my knowledge of
Qigong. Have you come

across the case where a
friend or relative comes to

you and starts moaning and complaining
about a problem, on and on. After they leave,
they feel better but you yourself feel drained
and tired.
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“He started to shiver
and had goose pimples
on his body.”
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Enthusiasts of Taijiquan will be
pleased to know that Grandmaster Chen
Xiaowang will be teaching in the UK this
coming October.

Grandmaster Chen Xiaowang is
the 19th Generation and head of the Chen
Style of Taiji. He is also one of the most
famous and popular teachers in the world.
The movements of Chen Taiji are very
beautiful and quite exciting to watch and
learn. They follow the principles of Yin
and Yang and also the Spiral. This makes
the movements very good for your health,
they also emphasise relaxation and correct
posture.

For those who are interested in the
self defence side of Taiji, Chen Taiji also
teaches you how to generate a lot of power
and release it (Fajing) together with Qin
Na (locking).

Grandmaster Chen will be
teaching the Laojia (Old Frame) of Chen
Taiji, also Pushing Hands and the Spring

and Autumn Big Sword (Kwan Dao).
There are three seminars to be held in
London and Manchester. They will cover
Laojia (Old Frame), Pushing Hands and
Spring and Autumn Big Sword.

This should be a very exciting and
enjoyable programme. Grandmaster Chen
Xiaowang’s skill and technical knowledge
is quite stunning, and to top that, he is a
true gentleman and an excellent teacher. For
more information, see the advert in this
issue. Don’t miss it!

On 16 May 1999,
the North American Tse
Qigong Centre was
launched when Michael Tse
held a workshop and
demonstration, sharing with
an attentive audience the
beautiful Wild Goose
Qigong skill. His fluid and
obviously martial
demonstration of Chen
Taijiquan was impressivebut
I think all were in absolute awe of his powerful
demonstration of the Dragon Shadow Sword,

with its thrusts, turns
and leaping. For many,
this was the first time
that they had seen such
a display of traditional
Chinese skills. Much of
the Qigong here in
Seattle is either
stationary meditation or
very simple skill and so
seeing an entire Qigong
form was a surprise for many of the

Qigong practitioners in the audience. Classes
began the next week and it is obvious from

USA Tse Qigong
Centre Launched

smiling faces and newlooks of glowing health
that people are enjoying learning with
Michael Tse.

Taiji Heaven New Qigong
Video

The long
awaited Qigong
Video by Michael
Tse will be available
this October! This
will be Michael’s
very first teaching
video and it will
feature the
Balancing Gong
exercises. This set
of gentle exercises
is for helping
balance, coordination, arthritis, relieving
backpain, and kidney and knee problems.
The exercises also provide relief from
insomnia and the symptoms of chronic
fatigue syndrome (ME).

The video is designed as a
companion to Michael’s book “Qigong
for Health & Vitality”.

If there is anything you want to discuss, if there is anything you want to share with others, any news or any
announcements you would like to make, send them to us:
Readers in the UK can write to: Qi Magazine, PO Box 116, Manchester M20 3YN. UK.
Readers in the USA can write to: Qi Magazine, PO Box 2697, Kirkland, WA 98083. USA.
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Bruce Lee Fans
Dear Sir,

Your article in Qi Magazine Issue 43
1999 both interested and confused me. You
said in the beginning and end of your article,
that you admire Bruce Lee,
both his philosophies and his
training, then you go on to
say that you feel that only
beginners and children train
as he did now and he did no
meditation.

I feel that you
should read anything by
John Little on Bruce Lee
and especially join the Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do
Association in America as I
am sure that his wife, Linda
Lee Caldwell, and his many
friends, Dan Inosanto
among them, can put you
straight on many things.
Many times Bruce Lee has said that he did
certain things for films. The “anger” he
expressed was the result of acting and power,
not real anger. Please do not spread such
untrue rumours, however well meant. There
are enough people who want, even now, to
smash Bruce Lee without those who love him
doing so through misunderstanding.

Lastly, if I may suggest that you do the
aforementioned things you should not only
have a better idea of the reality of Bruce Lee,
but you may grow to love and admire him even
more.
Yours respectfully,
R.

Dear R,
Thank you for your letter and your

comments on my article on Bruce Lee. I
know from your letter that you like Bruce
Lee very much. So do I. My comments on
his skill does not mean that I do not like
him. These comments are based upon my
nearly thirty years’ experience of martial
arts and Qigong and are my own opinion.

Since I was eleven I began to follow and love
Bruce Lee. Even now, twenty eight years later,
I am still impressed by him. Any articles, any
books that I could find, I have collected and
read, some from Hong Kong and China and
many in English, including the books edited

by John Little that you
mention in your letter. I still
watch his films because I
still enjoy them as much as I
did the first time I saw them.

Bruce Lee is most
Chinese people’s hero.
However, although we love
Bruce Lee, it does not
mean that everything he
does is correct. My article
proves I like Bruce but that
there are some aspects of
his training that I disagree
with. I am sure that you
would agree that Bruce
Lee has the highest Jeet
Kune Do skill, but Jeet Kune

Do is still a very young skill in the history of
martial arts, especially compared to so many
other styles, which date back over hundreds,
often thousands of years. Taijiquan has a
history over 400 years old as does Wing
Chun Kuen. These martial arts have been
passed down from generation to generation
and there has been much opportunity to
train both the martial art side and the
health side (internal training). Bruce Lee
himself studied with my grandteacher, Ip
Man, who studied Wing Chun from the age
of twelve until his death at the age of
seventy-eight. This proves not only that
Wing Chun is good for fighting but is good
for health. He passed the skill to so many
students, who even now are still alive today.
In particular, my Sifu and his eldest son (Ip
Chun), who is healthy and talented in martial
art.

In China and Japan there are many
great masters who study Bagua, Xing Yi,
Praying Mantis, Hung Gar, Shaolin, Karate,
Aikido, Hard Qigong and who are very
talented in martial arts but who are also very

healthy. There are plenty who are over
seventy, even eighty and ninety years old.
From my knowledge, a martial artist should
also be healthy, not only be good for fighting.
Bruce Lee left behind a tremendous amount of
knowledge, however, he was only thirty-three
years old when he died. Do you find that he
perhaps lacked something? He did not die in
an accident, he died of a health problem
created by an imbalance in the body. His
death must be connected with his training
because he spent all his energy and time
training himself.

In the book, Jeet Kune Do, Bruce Lee
is quoted as writing, “I think simply to
practice gung fu forms and katas is not a
good way. Moreover, it wastes time and
does not match the actual situation” (p. 27).
Bruce Lee also says in the same book, “…we
now find rigid forms which create differences
among clans. And the world of martial art is
shattered as a result…students become
machines which imitate martial art forms. If
he wants to seek for truth, he should not be
confined by the dead forms” (p. 21).

Martial art forms train internal
energy. They allow the Qi within the body
to strengthen naturally so that joints are
not damaged in practice. Forms allow the
mind to relax and the energy to settle. In
Wing Chun’s first form, Siu Lim Tao, the
slow movements are like a meditation which
calms the mind and increases Gong Lik. We
have to ask ourselves, if forms are so
meaningless, why is it that all other martial
arts have forms?

We all love Bruce Lee and we all
wish he were here today so he could still
teach us personally. I am sure you would
like that, too.

His teacher lived to be seventy eight
and so if Bruce Lee had followed the Wing
Chun training properly, doing not only the
punching and kicking, but also the forms,
do you think he might still be alive today?
The more we love Bruce Lee, the more we
should try to understand what he was missing
so that we can try to carry on his skill. I
never have studied Jeet Kune Do, however,

Wild Goose Book!
Michael Tse will shortly be releasing two
new books. The first book scheduled
for release is a compilation of editorials
and articles. As regular readers of Qi
Magazine will know, Michael’s articles
are always filled with with rare
knowledge and fascinating stories of
old masters. Entitled “Qi Journeys”, the
book will give you an insight into the
correct attitudes to developing your
body, energy and mind.

The second exciting release is a book
on the Wild Goose (Dayan) Qigong. The
book will show the First 64 movments
and have many illustrations and detailed
descriptions. It is based on the hugely
popular series featured twice in Qi
Magazine, however it will include even
more detail on the movements and
acupuncture points.

Class Movements
For over five years, the Tse Qigong
Centre has held its Central London

Classes at the Central Club Hotel.
However, due to the recent closure of
the Central Club the classes have now
moved to:

Civil Engineering Building,
Imperial College,
South Kensington,

London SW7

All the class times remain the same.
For more information please check the
What’s On page at the back of this
issue.
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his philosophy affected me a lot as a child.
When I began to study with my Sifu, Ip Chun,
I found that Wing Chun was a very complete
system. It had both the fighting and the health
side. I did not find that it lacked something.

This is what I think.
Michael Tse

Computer Pains
Hi there!

I am 27 years old, and have been working
with computers for many years. I have
recently begun to develop pain in my right
hand/wrist, presumably from such intensive
mouse use. Trying to rest this by using my
left hand to control the mouse, I have found
that this has begun to hurt as well! I have
been seen this morning by a rheumatologist
at a hospital who explained the difficulty in
defining (and treating) my condition, and
suggested physiotherapy.

I am wanting to know whether you or
one of your assistants would be able to see me
privately to give your diagnosis, and
suggestions for recovery. My father suffered
for many years with M.E. and was only able
to live a normal life again through practising
Qigong which he has done now for many
years. I am also interested in classes which I
understand you run in Manchester.

I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours truly,
D

Dear D,
Many people today suffer from the

same thing which you talk about. When we
use the computer mouse, it blocks the
energy from flowing down to the fingers.
That is why it is easy for the fingers to feel
cold and the wrist to hurt. It is good that
you are alternating between your left and
right hand but as you have noticed, it just
transfers the problem.

The best thing is to take frequent
breaks and to massage the arm from the
shoulder down to the fingers gently, always
rubbing downwards. If you rub upwards,
this goes against the flow of Qi and by
stimulating the Qi downwards, negative
energy will be released. This is one of the
ways I massage my patients in Qigong
therapy.

It is also good to get up and walk
around and move the whole body. It is not
just the energy in the hands and arms that
becomes blocked. It is all over. Sitting too
much will be bad for the back so you can do
some of the simple Qigong exercises, like
Balancing Gong, that I cover in my book to
help loosen the hips and back. Doing some of

the Dantien holding exercises will help bring
the energy back to your Centre and will warm
your hands as well.

The Qigong classes in Manchester
are on Monday and Tuesdays at 7pm at the
Friends Meeting House, 6 Mount Street in
Central Manchester.

I hope that this helps and I am sure
that you will find the Qigong will help you
a lot.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Big Classes?
Dear Master Tse,

Hello, I teach kung fu to a very small
group of people and was wondering what
would be the best way to teach, and what
could I do to get more students? I start with
the basics first, then where should I go from
there? I usually teach basics such as: stance,
blocking punching and kicking, forms and
katas. What do you suggest?
Yours truly,
P.

Dear P,
My suggestion is to deepen your

knowledge and study with a good teacher
to learn the proper skill. This is better than
just teaching. Make sure you are good
enough before you begin to teach. You can
train together and share the experience
with others but your knowledge is more
important than more students at this time.
You are most welcome to join in my classes.
You should also read more books and keep
practising. When the time is right, your
teacher will tell you when it is time to teach.
Do not expect to get more students at this
stage because when you are good enough,
the students will come to you.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Learning Problems
Dear Mr Tse:

I have a few questions regarding the
Dayan Qigong form in issue 42. Assuming
the starting position is facing South:
1. Are numbers 26, 27, 28 done facing

East?
2. Is number 28ii (Figure 96) done on

right side only?
3. Is number 29i (Three Swings) Turn to

the left: does this mean turn the body
90 degrees to the left facing North
and step out into wide horse stance?

4. Are Figures 106 and 107, 180 degree
turns North then South?

5. Is Figure 106 the first in the Swing

series?
6. Are the left toes raised on left turn

repetitions (figure 106) like fig 107?
7. Is number 30, Pull Back the Body and

Cover Face, done facing South?
Thank you for your responses. Could

you please number your answers so that I
could match the correct response with the
questions?
Your sincerely,
C

Dear C,
Thank you for enquiry. I am sure

that there are many people who also have
questions about the movements as the Second
64 Dayan Gong is quite detailed and more
difficult to learn. The Wild Goose exercises in
the magazine are really more for reference
once you have already learned them rather
than trying to teach yourself from the
diagrams. Otherwise you will miss a lot. To
try and answer all your
questions might be to
confuse you rather than
make it more clear.

I think it is best
to find a qualified
instructor who will help
you learn not only the
proper movements but
also the principle
behind the movements.
I have two authorised
students in America
and also am teaching in
America myself over
the next year. In the
year 2000 it may be
that there will be a
residential course for
Wild Goose Qigong and this will be
announced in Qi Magazine.

Wild Goose is a very beautiful skill
but also very powerful. Out of respect for
both the skill and my teacher, I want to see
that the skill remains pure and is being
taught properly. I do not want people to
have problems by being taught something
incorrectly. I think that the way I do is right
and it has helped many people all over the
world. I have enclosed my email address in
America so that you can contact the office
there on tse@wildgooseqigong.com if have
any questions about courses or other matters.
Your sincerely,
Michael Tse

More Books
Dear Mr. Tse,

My name is Mark Buhrdorf. I have
only recently received a copy of your book
which was co-written with Grandmaster Ip
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Chun (I am curious as to why the spelling of
the grandmaster’s name is different for this
book. I have always seen it spelled “Yip
Chun” elsewhere.). It is a very good book in
my humble opinion. The chapter on Siu Lim
Tao is very good. I have been tutoring a
younger Wing Chun brother, and I think this
chapter may help him to learn the form better.

I have been involved in Wing Chun for
a little over a year. My training has been in the
Moy Yat family system. As I mentioned
above, I haven’t had the book very long. I
intend to read it in the near future. I just
wanted to drop you a quick note while I was
at my computer. I am eagerly awaiting your
future books on Tsum Kiu and Biu Jee.
Sincerely,
M

Dear M,
I am glad that you enjoyed the Wing

Chun book. I hope that you will also enjoy
the future books which should be released
next year.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Bowled Over
Dear Michael,

I wonder if you can help. I have
recently acquired a meditation bowl that was
buried amongst bric-a-brac at a local second-
hand shop. The bowl is larger than other
singing bowls that I have used and it has an
inscription in the base. The enclosed graphics
file shows the cast letters. Can you help with
the translation of this or perhaps put me in
touch with somebody who can. I have tried
Samye Ling and the Tibetan Society. Any
help on the bowl would be welcomed.
Regards,
I

Dear I
The inscription on the bowl translates as
Made by the Military for Ming
(Xuan De Emperor)
Dynasty.
I hope this helps,
Michael Tse

Taiwan
Training

Dear Michael Tse,
In approximately a year’s time, I shall be off
to work in Taipei, Taiwan, and I was
wondering if you could recommend any
teachers of Qigong and martial arts there. I
am currently doing Muay Thai and will soon
take up Shaolin (Southern Style) as well. I
would like to take up more, such as your

training seminars in London, but other priorities
are in the way.
Yours truly,
R

Dear R,
I am sorry that I am unable to refer

you to anyone in Taiwan. I myself do
not know any Masters there. I wish you all
the best in your stay.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

Kung Fu Fan
Dear Master Tse,
For the past two years I have been thinking
of learning kung fu. I wish to dedicate my life
to it. I want to become as good as Bruce Lee
which I know is hard, but I am prepared to
start. I have emailed master James Sinclair, a
student of Ip Chun, and asked him to tell me
more about kung fu and where I can learn it.
He hasn’t replied yet: I’m assuming he’s on
holiday. I want to learn kung fu, whenever I
have the time. Any time you are prepared to
teach me, I will be there to learn. This is not a
one off thing, I have been thinking about it
for two years and don’t worry if you think I
have been taken in by stereotypes because I
haven’t. I saw you in a kung fu video,
demonstrating the art of Qi (which I am quite
knowledgeable about) and when I found this
web site I was excited and extremely happy.
If possible I would like you to teach me
whenever you are prepared to do so. I live in
Mill Hill NW7 area. I will ring you as well to
talk of this matter. I have tried to quit my
games lessons in school, to train towards
kung fu but this is proving difficult. I know
that you started kung fu around about my age
(explained in the video). That is about all I
have to say, and reply soon I’m dying to hear
from you. Thank you very much. I forgot to
tell you why I want to learn kung fu. The
main reason is because I want fulfilment in
my life. Not going to school every day again

and again. I am also curious
to see what I can make of
myself. Someone once said,
“The more you know
about Kungfu the more
you want to learn”. This is
what has happened with
me. Please consider me as a
student; I would be
extremely grateful and later

in my life I hope to teach Kungfu. Thank
you.
Yours sincerely
P.
Dear P,

Thank you for your email. I think the
best thing for you now is for you to

continue your education (even Bruce Lee
went on to University) as this will help you
later in life. Your studies should come first
and martial art is second. This is also part
of the martial art education, be polite and
humble. It may be possible for you to begin
to study Wing Chun in the evenings at my
London class which is held on Wednesday
nights at 8 pm and this would not interfere
with your school work.

As you know about my Sifu Ip Chun,
you might be interested to know that he will
be giving a seminar in London in June
through the Tse Qigong Centre. However,
James Sinclair is not his student although he
taught him some skill. Sifu has announced
this in public. This would be a good
introduction for you so if you are interested in
meeting Grandmaster Ip Chun or if you want
more information on classes call my Centre
on 0161 929 4485 and someone there can
give you information.

There is also an article on Bruce
Lee in this issue of Qi Magazine which may
interest you as well. I talk about his
training in the article.
Wishing you well,
Michael Tse

Avid Kung Fu
Fan
Hi,

I’m an avid fan of martial arts, Bruce
Lee being my childhood idol. I would just like
to know if you could possibly email me with
details of any training and advice you could
give me with regards to training.

I am currently reading the book on
Wing Chun written by Grandmaster Ip Chun
and Michael Tse, and this I find a very
interesting and informative book.
If you can help I will be very grateful.
Yours sincerely,
Z

Dear Z,
This issue of Qi Magazine talks

about Bruce Lee and you can contact my
Centre on 0161 929 4485 for information
about this and also classes which are
taught in Wing Chun. My Sifu,
Grandmaster Ip Chun will be visiting in
June and giving a seminar then as well. If
you are interested in meeting him, this is a
good opportunity as I do not know when he
will be returning for another visit.

Just remember that in any martial
art, the most important thing is to be
healthy.
Wishing you well,
Michael Tse.
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Interested in
Healing?

Contact theNFSH (01932 783164)

The principal healing organisation in the UK.

 We offer training courses,
Support groups,
Books, tapes
and information.

 Healer Referral Service
0891 616080 (charged at premium rate)

for a professional,
Registered,
and Insured Healer.

http://www.nfsh.org.uk

Learn to Meditate
Ongoing evening meditation classes in:

North London - Golders Green, Kentish Town, West Hampstead,
Islington, New Barnet, Leytonstone & Epping
South London - Surbiton, Clapham, Earlsfield,
Richmond & Putney
Outside London - Watford, Luton, Oxford and Cambridge

All classes are taught by qualified meditation teachers.
For more information and a brochure please call:

Heruka Buddhist Centre, 13 Woodstock Road, London NW11 8ES
Tel: 0181-455 7563 Email: info@heruka.org

London College of
Traditional Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine

The healing power of Qi

Our Acupuncture training begins with a module on ‘Qi energetics’,
because we give our students not only a theoretical but an experiential
understanding of the Qi reality. This understanding underpins the entire
training. We offer several courses:

Full- and part-time professional training in Acupuncture and a
two-year part-time professional training in Oriental Herbal
Medicine. The courses can be combined.

 The Novice to Master post-graduate programme is aimed at
practitioners with up to five years’ experience in acupuncture or
Oriental herbal medicine. Short courses and single days can be
taken in various combinations.

The Pathway to Change course is a series of six weekly evenings
designed to introduce people to the basics of Traditional Chinese
Medicine.

For those already intending a career in TCM there are monthly
Presentation Days introducing the College’s professional training
programmes.

Full details from
LCTA, HR House, High Road, London N12 0AZ
Tel: 0181 371 0820Fax: 0181 371 0830E-mail: lcta@bogo.co.uk

so are thousands of other people.

Advertising in Qi Magazine
puts you name in the minds of the people that matter.

If you would like more information about advertising in
Qi Magazine, please contact: Sheila Waddington

Qi Magazine PO Box 116 Manchester M20 3YN Tel 0161 929 4485
Fax 0161 929 4489 Email sheila@qimagazine.com
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Standing Meditation
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Zhan Zhuang is common to most styles
of Taijiquan and some systems of
Qigong. This meditation is one of the

foundations of the Chen system and is to be
recommended for students of all levels.

ZhanZhuang is a standing meditation
and emphasises many of the basic principles
of correct posture that relate to Taijiquan as
a whole. Most importantly the posture
should look and feel smooth and flowing.
The body should be relaxed.

Zhan Zhuang begins in the same
way as a form. We start by standing with
our feet together, arms by our sides,
upright and alert. The knees should be
slightly bent. It is helpful to take a few
moments to calm down, relax, and correct
the posture before opening. To open, the
left heel is lifted and then the foot is
stepped out to shoulder width. We centre
our weight and sink into the posture. How
deeply you hold this stance is up to you.
The deeper you go the harder the exercise
is. The important thing is that the posture
should be correct no matter how deeply
you hold the stance.

It can be quite difficult to get the
stance correct if you are a beginner, but
the principles are very simple. The weight
should be centred. It is possible to check
this by moving the body slightly and
feeling where your weight falls on your
feet. Try moving backwards, forwards,
left and right until you are confident about
where the centre is. The spine should be
upright and vertical. It is possible to
check this by moving as well. The hips
and the shoulders should both be level.
The head should be upright.

It can be very helpful to work
with a partner to get your posture correct.
Most of us are far more used to working with
our visual rather than our tactile senses.
Initially it is a lot easier to correct someone
else from the outside than ourselves from the
inside, but with a lot of practice considerable
sensitivity can be developed.

To check someone else’s posture
there are a number of factors to look out for.
The spine should make a nice clean line from
both the side and the back. It should be

positioned centrally between the feet. The
spine is distorted if the hips or the shoulders
are not level. The hips should also be tilted
slightly forwards so that the lower back is
not arched. Taiji postures need to be “sat
into”. If the legs are too straight or the stance
is too high it is difficult to correct the spine.
The ears, the shoulders and the ankles should

all be on one vertical line when viewed from
the side.

Once the basic posture is correct the
arms are slowly raised and the eyes closed.
The arms form a circle in front of the body,
with the palms facing inwards and very
slightly upwards. The circle can be held at a
variety of heights but most people aim to
train at shoulder height. At this height the
elbows should be slightly lower than the

shoulders or palms. Once the arms are raised
the posture should be checked and corrected
again. Particular attention should be paid to
making sure the weight is still central, the
body is not leaning and the shoulders are
relaxed.

The Zhan Zhuangposture can be held
for some time, one hour is a basic standard.

Any tension in the body will
cause physical discomfort.
Tension can be a particular
problem for beginners. Most
commonly it occurs in the
shoulders, especially if the arms
are held at shoulder height. Part
of the key to the posture is
letting the skeleton do its share
of the work. The shoulders
should be back and relaxed so
that the weight of the arms is
transferred to the collarbone
and spine.

Once in the Zhan
Zhuang posture one should
place one’s attention on the
Dantien. The idea is to relax
and breathe deeply so that the
Qi can be felt circulating. The
more you practise the stronger
the Qi will become, and the
more smoothly it will flow.
Just relax, but stay alert.
Meditation is not like going to
sleep. Pay attention to the
different sensations that
happenand keep your attention
on the exercise. The mind
should remain focused and the
body still.

Zhan Zhuang primarily
trains the legs and the skeleton,

but it is also very useful for improving general
posture, sensitivity, and mental
concentration. It is a powerful exercise for
developing energy and like other methods of
meditation can be beneficial for stress
reduction and health promotion. It should
be one of the most important components
of daily training.

by Glenn Gossling.
TocontactGlennemail Glenn@qimagazine.com

The meditative aspect of Taijiquan is known as Zhan Zhuang,
which is commonly referred to as “holding” or “embracing the tree” in
the West. It is one of the best known of all meditation postures.
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Sense or Senseless?

Perception and awareness are essential principles which
practitioners of the internal arts need to develop from an early stage
in their training. These characteristics are sensory in nature and
often mysterious to many beginners who have shut themselves off
from the daily bombardment of modern culture.

T he senses need to be
utilised within the three individual
strands of training (Jing Chi Shen)

in order to develop the practitioner into
a whole scholar of the arts.

Utilisation of the senses is a natural
phenomenon, fundamental to survival for
all animals on this planet, humans
included. Whilst our five basic senses are
widely recognised among western
sciences, many more senses occur amongst
our animal precursors. Daoist arts are
based upon the observation of animals,
including their sensory perceptions, and
are traditionally expressed in the many
forms we practise.

Training the senses on a Jing level
begins early in our
development. From our first
lesson, we are told to look
inside and feels internal
versus external movement, to
differentiate muscle, tendon,
fascia, ligament, and bone.

We must learn to feel
our way into correct posture
and alignment. The tendon
line of the body and our
central equilibrium (Zhong
Ding) must be correct in order to develop
power. Rooting and fullness must be
trained to become heavy. The internal
sensation of winding and folding must be
felt in order to maintain connection (Peng
Jing) throughout the forms. These
qualities are difficult to obtain without the
use of sensory feedback. Our eyes tell us
we are straight. Our breath and pulses tell
us we are heavy, and our nerves and skin
tell us we are stretched and counter-
stretched. Some practitioners hear, feel,
even taste the potential (Suu) of power
they can develop in the form before
discharge or Fajing.

In two person training we must
learn to turn our senses outward, to

become sensitive to our
partner’s or opponent’s
Jing. Learning to stick
and adhere requires the
development of the
listening skill. To avoid
becoming wooden we
must learn to quickly
process our sensory
input so that we may
change in time with our
opponent or training
partner. Anticipation, an
emotion, must be
overcome in order to
allow our mind to be
empty and sensitive to

the feelings we are trying to evaluate. This
may often time result in us losing at push
hands practice but investment in this loss
teaches us that sensation is our guide, not
our emotion. Following skill often
develops in relation to our ability to
sublimate our ego. Some individuals find
this part of sensory training too high a
price to pay and consequently are unable
to perceive the natural cycle of changes
between Yin and Yang. It is only after
great investment in an empty cup, that
sensory experience begins to accumulate
and we are able to trust our sensations.

Practising on an energetic or Qi
level, sensitivity must be used in order to
feel the circulation, pulses, and

transmission of energy through the body.
The student must first learn how to
identify the feeling of the different
centres of the body. They must be able to
sink the Qi to the Dantien. Later they
should learn the basic circulation or orbits
of energy movement. On a higher level,
they may eventually learn how to feel the
movement of energy along the meridians
of the body in time with the various
Qigong exercises they perform. The
student must turn their senses inward to
identify blockages they may have due to
poor alignment, injury, illness, or habitual
behaviour. They may also learn to feel and
evaluate how the various emotions affect
particular organs and imbalance the
system as a whole. Qi practice often uses
thermal imagery by identifying the
sensation of heat where the energy
circulates freely and where blockage is
present by lack of heat, for example cold
hands or neck. Sight may also be used on
checking the hands for colour, meridian
contour, and even fullness

byJ.ReynoldsNelson
YoucancontactReyonJRN@qimgazine.com
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“Only after great
investment are

we able to trust our
sensations.”
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Born in Korea, Master Hyunoong Sunim has devoted his
life to Zen Buddhism, becoming a monk at the age of
twenty. However, during his studies, he fell seriously ill.
He then met a Daoist monk with whom he studied for
the next ten years. During these ten years, he lived alone

in the mountains, learning to rebuild his health through the Daoist
exercises of Sun-Do and Chinese herbs. His Daoist Master also taught
himthe principles of the Yijing(I Ching), YinandYang, Five Elements.
He learned also how to diagnose pre-natal weaknesses and illness of
others by looking at their horoscope. From a person’s Four Pillars
or Ba Zi, he can recommend the type of diet and lifestyle they should
adopt in order to avoid illness and increase health.

In his forties, he received an invitationto lecture in Switzerland
where he lived for a year. After this he came to America where he set
up the Sixth Patriarch Zen Center in Berkeley, California. He now
holds regular classes in Zen meditation and Sun-Do and energy
analysis. It has taken time to understand the lifestyle and culture and

the needs of people in the West and he has adapted his teaching to suit
this, although the principles remain the same as what he studied.

I asked Master Sunim what had made him want to become a
monk. He said that when he was eighteen years old, he began to see
how everyone’s lives seemed to be the same. They got married, had
children and grew old and then died. It did not seem very fulfilling to
him and he did not want to fall into that pattern. He started to
research and see what others had done to see if there was some other
purpose in life. He also began to read a lot about both Western and
Oriental philosophy, including Tolstoy and Nietzsche. His reading
made him see that although they were very famous that at the times
of their death, they were not happy people and he wondered how this
could be. He saw that he could not therefore depend or base his way
of life on their teachings.

Later he went to visit a Buddhist monastery. He says, “On
the wall was a sign that said, ‘Awakening is precisely the Buddha’.
When I saw that, it suddenly gave me the faith and realisation that
becoming a Buddha was something that I could do too. So at that
point I made the decision to discard everything else and just do this.”

I asked Master Sunim if he could tell us more about Buddhism
and particularly Zen Buddhism and Chinese Buddhism. Master Sunim
says that the basic fundamental purpose of Buddhism is the same in
any of the Buddhist cultures but that it can differ according to the
individual and the degree of their faith. “In Zen the teachings of the
Buddha, the Sutras and Precepts and actions and the behaviour of
the Buddha is the mind of the Buddha. So Zen is seen as the core or
fundamental seed of Buddhism because words come as a result of
thoughts that arise in the mind. So when the mind is correct,

automatically our behaviour becomes correct. This is why Zen is
considered very important.”

His training as a young monk was rigorous and intensive.
Sometimes he said practice went well but at other times it did not go
well. The monks would get up at three in the morning and go to bed
at nine in the evening. He says, “When I first entered the monastery,

“With Zen the first thing they
teach you is about detachment, so
when you apply this to your
Daoist training which follows,
then there is not a problem.”

In the East, Buddhism and Daosim have co-exisited side by side for many
thousands of years. Unlike attitudes in the West, a different school of thought is not
treated as a rival, it is just accepted as different. Some people have benefited from both

Buddhism and Daosim, and Master Hyunoong Sunim is just such a person.
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I was a novice and I was given duties to do and that kept me very busy.
I did not have time to think about anything else all day long. Because
I was very intent on doing Zen practice, I was very delighted to be in
the monastery. Because I had felt that I had reacheda kindof limitation
in society, come up against a wall, for me being in the monastery was
like paradise, to have the studies that were available. Even when they
gave me a lot of work that was very difficult, I never thought of it as
beingdifficult.”

However, this intensity eventually led to him becoming ill.
He says, “If I had really practised correctly, then perhaps that might
not have happened. I realised that when my practice did not go well
or that it became incorrect that it was a result of my impatience, of
wanting to achieve my goal quickly. The Buddha is something that
every human being has within them and if you can
awaken to that Buddha within you, then you are
free in both body and mind. Free from

anxiety. Awakeningto that Buddha
was my goal and I was too much

in a hurry to achieve this. So
that mind of wanting

to hurry,
became

a great obstacle to my practice and it was then
my health started to deteriorate. Then I met a very proper Zen teacher
who corrected my practice. But at that point my body had already
become quite weak.”

He felt that he needed then to study alone and went into the
mountains of his homeland. It was then that he met the Daoist

master. Master Sunim entered a hermitage in the mountains where he
followed a raw food diet, eating what could be found from the land.
There were no phones, no electricity and it was very remote and
isolated. After two years of doing the Daoist practices with his teacher,
he saw a tremendous change in his health. His energy was revitalised
and he had very strong Qi. He says that he felt very confident that he
could accomplish anything. Having begun a new spiritual life in
Buddhism and then turning to Daoism for healing his body, I
wondered if Master Sunim found any conflict within the two
philosophies and what he saw as the differences between the two. He
says, “ In Zen, Zen is a matter of awakening to the truth we have
within us. In Daoism, it is establishing and creating harmony, physical,
spiritual and mental harmony and harmony with the energy of the
universe so that one can live for a long time.”

“In Buddhism when someone has an awakening, then they
do not have any problems, but until that time it is very important to
establish good harmony, balance and health and that is where I felt
Daoist practice is very important. If someone focuses only on Daoist
practice then they can become too attached to the idea of always
trying to maintain that harmony and balance within the body. They
become very focused on their health and maintaining that health.
And that is a kind of attachment. Our human body is something that
no matter how healthy you may be and how long you may manage to
live, eventually it is going to die. So having that attachment to the

physical body is a kind of anxiety. In Zen practice, with Zen
awakening, you become free of these kinds of attachments. But

I feel if you can practise with wisdom, that doing both is very
important.”

He continued to say, “I feel if someone does Daoist
practice first and then tries to study Zen later, it can be a
conflict but I was able to do my Zen practice first and then

later Daoist practice and I was able to combine the two
withoutconflict. In doingthemboth,each practice benefited

the other. If someone

practices
Daoism first and then they try to do Zen, then

they tend to approach the Zen through a Daoist style. What I mean
by that is that they have already developed that attachment that can
happen in Daoist practise. With Zen the first thing they teach you is
about detachment, so when you apply this to your Daoist training
which follows, then there is not a problem.”

I wondered if some Zen followers usedthis idea of detachment
for allowing the body to become unhealthy. “This is a very good
question and is a very incorrect type of thinking in Zen practitioners.
In Zen the true teaching is not to ignore the body. It teaches that you
must take care of your body but in doing so, not become attached to
it. The same thing applies if you have money. It does not mean that
you should not have money, but you should learn detachment from
that money. If you have money and you spend that money in a way
that your mind is not attached to it, then you can use that money and
still be free from it.”

Following any spiritual path can be difficult, however, in the
West, particularly in America there are many temptations, more things
to buy, to eat, and to see. I wondered how well received are his

“With Zen the first thing they
teach you is about detachment, so
when you apply this toyour
Daoist training which follows,
then there is not a problem.”
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teachings and how he himself has adapted
to living in America. “Because there is such
a highly developed materialism here and
people get involved in those things, as a
result American people tend to live very
unhealthy lifestyles. So this makes me feel
that what I have to teach is something they
need even more because of that. For myself,
I do not feel tempted by the material things
that are here.” He had not thought about
becoming a teacher when he began his
training, however, he has learned many
things from this experience. He says that
he had many problems of his own then.
“But through my own practice, a lot of my
problems began to resolve, through that
process I began to understand other people
and their problems. That is when I realised
that it was important to teach this to other
people. I feel that if I had begun this practice
with the idea of teaching it, I doubt that I
really would have studied it correctly.
Because that can be a kind of greed.”

Not everyone has the opportunity
to separate themselves from society and
join a monastery. I asked Master Sunim if
this was necessary in order to obtain the
full benefits of Zen Buddhism. He says, “I
feel that if you meet a very correct teacher
thenit isnot absolutely necessary to separate
yourself from society. I feel the most
important thing is that you have faith. For
me it means faith that I could awaken to
truth and transcend my suffering. One
really has to awaken to the fact that human
beings are living in suffering and so that
creates a limitation. Only when one truly
recognises that can they really practise
correctly. But even though that is true,
human beings do not really realise or
acknowledge that. This is the first step.”

I wondered whether or not that
people have the feeling that they have to
sacrifice too much, i.e. becoming a
vegetarian, not marrying, etc. Master Sunim
says, “I think feeling as though you have to
give up or sacrifice something, is very
different from truly recognising that the life
we lead causes suffering. That recognition
is very different from the idea of sacrificing
something.”
tobecontinued...

Theinterviewwillbeconcludednextissuein
whichSunimwilltellusmoreaboutenergy

analysisandhowthisunderstandingofourown
birthelementscanhelpprotectourhealthand

enrichour relationships.

Special thanks toJaGwangwhosepatienceand
specialunderstanding has allowed the ideas and

thoughts of MasterHyunoong Sunim tobe
sharedhere socompletely.)

byJessica Blackwell
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Zhuang Gong studied the insect and was impressed by
the martial efficiency of the mantis’ fangs. Later he
ordered that weapons be forged similar in shape to the

insect’s fangs. His soldiers, armed with these weapons, were
called mantis soldiers.

Inspired by the praying mantis
This legend is only one of the stories circulating

in China. According to another story the founder of
Tang Lang struck up a friendship with the abbot of a
Taoist temple in Shandong after a fight. Both of them
together created the Tang Lang system. There are at
least five other legends but all of them have one theme
in common: whoever founded the system was inspired
by a praying mantis. In one version the mantis fights
against a cicada while in another it puts a snake to flight.
None of these legends can be proved historically, in fact
the origin of Tang Lang Quan lies in the dark. Depending
on the region and style, one or another of the legends is
favoured.

Who is “Wang Lang”
Even the person Wang Lang is subject to a variety of stories.

For instance, Wang Lang is not supposed to be a name but just to
mean “young sir” and he is supposed to have intentionally created
confusion. According to manuscripts by Tzue Xue-Shan (around
1900) and Lian Xue-Xiang (around 1830) and literature by master
Chan Pui from America the characters, though pronounced
identically, were mixed up so that the name Wang Lang meaning
“cheerful man” became the title Wang Lang “young sir” .

There is no historical record of when Wang Lang
actually lived. On the one hand he is said to have lived

Legend tells that Zhuang Gong (king of the state of
Qi, 770-476 bc) was journeying to the provinces
when his attention was called to a particularly large
praying mantis (Tang Lang).

Legends Around

Boxing
“Many masters

practising ‘pure Tang
Lang’ are very reserved
and some have taken their
knowledge to their
graves.”
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around 1650AD, on the other hand his life is supposed to date back
to the Han dynasty, about 2000 years before that time. In the region
of the Laoshan mountain range (Shandong province) Wang Lang is
equated with the person of Yu-Chi (around 1750) who was
considered to be the Robin Hood of Shandong and fought against
the government for its suppression of the poor local population of
the Laoshan mountains. Yu-Chi organised a group of rebels and
distributed all the booty of their campaigns to the poor. This made
him very popular but he had to escape into the mountains and sought
help from a monk. To flee his pursuers he agreed to disfigure his face.
He was indeed not recognised and survived. In spite of Yu-Chi’s
noble fame researchers in China doubt that he was Wang Lang. So,
who was Wang Lang in reality?

The original technique of Tang Lang
It is considered confirmed that Wang Lang himself did not

develop any forms but only individual methods for arm movements
and steps. However these contain all the principles

of Tang Lang Quan. Subsequent generations linked
these “original techniques” into forms and added
a variety of forms using weapons from other
disciplines. Over time, up to 100 forms
developed depending on the style practised.
“Pure Tang Lang techniques” should always be
clearly visible in the six main forms which are
taught in nearly all existing styles. The

traditional forms include:Fan Tze, Da Fan Tze,
Xiao Fan Tze, Beng Bu, Lanjie, Ba Zhou, Zhai Yao.

Every school and style choose their
individual forms. Other popular forms are: Tow Tao,

Bei Yuan Tao, Bei Yuan Tzu Dong, Mei Hua Lu, Mei Hua

Quan, Shi Ba Shou and others. “Originally only pure Tang Lang
existed, but due to different interpretations, the system was modified
so strongly in some cases that hardly anything remained of the original
Tang Lang Quan”, says master Sun Shi-Kang, the direct descendent
of the Hao family. The number of the 12 original principles expanded
first to 16 and then to 20 following a meeting of a great number of
Tang Lang masters in the 1940s.

Recognised main styles
The following are the recognised main styles of Mantis

Boxing: Xi Xing Tang Lang (seven stars praying mantis), Mei Hua

Tang Lang (Plum Blossom Tang Lang) and Liu He Tang Lang (Six
Harmonies Tang Lang). Over time up to 40 styles developed.

Hao Jia Tai Ji Mei Hua Tang Lang Quan
Master Sun Shi-Kang is a direct descendent of the Hao (Huo

He) family, the keepers of the Mei Hua Tang Lang tradition. The
training methods, forms and interpretations of family Hua’s Mei Hua
Tang Lang are based on sound written and verbal records going back
as far as Lian Xue-Xiang and further.

The heirs of the Hua family strive to maintain the authentic
tradition of Mei Hua Tang Lang and founded a research society some
years ago whose published results are generally recognised.

According to these Tang Lang Quan spread from the towns
of Layan, Haiyang and Huang Xien to Yantai, Qingdao and Dalian.
Many aspects of the history and spreading of Tang Lang Quan are
unknown even in China. Many masters practising “pure Tang Lang”
are very reserved and some have taken their knowledge to their graves.

The most famous Mei Hua
Tang Lang family

Probably the most famous Mei Hua Tang Lang family is the
Huo family (Hao Hé). They live in the province of Yantai/Shandong
and learned the plum blossom Tang Lang from Zao Zhi-Lu and Liang
Xue-Chiang. Huo Lien-Yu’s second son was born in 1887 and given
the name Huo Hung-Lu. Huo Lien-Yu taught the boy Tang Lang and
Huo Hung-Lu became an expert in the art besides having great
qualities of character.

When he was 22 years old Hung-Lu was called to Peking to
work as a Kung Fu teacher in the army. However, he did not like the
military structure and withdrew quickly from the army and his
position as instructor.

Founding of the first Kung Fu
School in Mu Ping Xien

Back home Hung-Lu made himself a name as a fighter and
teacher. Around 1920 Zhang Xian-Wu (general of the East of China)
became aware of Huo Hung-Lu. After becoming friends they founded
the first Kung Fu school in Yantai, then called Mu Ping Xien, together.
During this time the name Wushu (fighting art) became Kuoshu
(national sport). Consequently they called their school Mu Ping Xien
Kuoshu Kwan and it became a great success. Gradually Huo Hung-
Lu became friends with Mei Hua master Gi Tzung-Ting who was a
student of Jian Hua-Long.

These two experts exchanged their experiences and opinions
and spent many years researching into and deepening their Mei Hua
Tang Lang. Huo Hung-Lu had his son Huo-Pin trained by Gi Tzung-
Ting. He himself concentratedondevelopingthe essential forms (Zhai
Yao) and became an unbeaten Mantis boxer.

Weapons from other schools
and systems are integrated

In the area of martial arts with weapons Huo Hung-Lu became
a master of the sword. Since Mantis boxing had not developed its
own weapon forms these were taken from other schools if they were
of a high standard. For instance, the sword was taken from Buddhist
schools (Shaolin-Damo-Jian) and Taoist schools (Wudang and
Huashan) to be integrated into Mei Hua Tang Lang.

Huo Hung-Lu’s status in society grew in accordance with
his reputation as a fighter and a person of high integrity. Finally he
was appointed an advisor to the provincial government. When his
school had reached its height of success he passed it onto his son
Huo-Pin.

tobecontinued...byGerhardMilbrat

“Many masters
practising ‘pure Tang
Lang’ are very reserved
and some have taken their

knowledge to their
graves.”
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On Sunday, 25 April 1999, over 10,000
Falun Gong followers joined together
and silently surrounded the compound

of Beijing’s Government leaders, Zhong Nan
Hai, and began to meditate. The reason for
the demonstration was reportedly in
response to an article that appeared in an
academic journal published in Tianjin that
warned people of the dangers of cult groups
in China. The cult, known as Buddhist Law,
is led by leader Li Hongzhi, who now resides
in the United States. It has been estimated

that he has more than 60 million followers
in China alone, 4 million more than the
Communist Party.

Li Hongzhi was born on 27 July 1952
at Princess Peak about fifty miles from the
city of Chang Chun in the province of Jilin.
However, records show that he had his
Chinese identity card altered to show that
his birthdate was instead 13 May 1951. In
the lunar calender, this is the eighth day of
the eighth month of the year, which is the
day that people traditionally honour as the
birthday of Buddha. His family was quite
ordinary and when he was four years old they
movedto ChangChunCity. His family called

him Xiao Lai. He did not go on to study at
University but joined the Chinese Army
instead. After his sojourn in the army, he
became a security guard at a local oil factory
earning a small wage.

It was during the eighties that he
decided to visit his sister in Thailand. He
stayed there for one year. Upon his return,
he proclaimed himself to be a saviour of
mankind and created Falun Gong. He also
began telling people that when he was four
years old, he was passed the tenth generation

high level Buddhist skill by the monk, Quan
Jue. He also said that when he was eight he
had reached a high level of Buddhism. He
said that when he was twelve years old he
learned Daoism from the Daoist Baji Zhen
Ren. He says that he also met the high level
Daoist Zhen Dao Zi who was from Chan Bai
Shan. His continues to say that when he was
twenty-two years old he had twenty Daoist
and Buddhist Masters travel to visit him to
pass him their skill.

However, a reporter from Next
Magazine visited Li Hongzhi’s mother who
said that it was not true. She continued on to
say that she saw how he grew up and it was a

completely different story to the one he tells
people. She said that she never saw these
people and that his growing up was nothing
special. The reporter from Next Magazine
also visited some of his co-workers at the oil
factory where he used to work. The workers
there said that they had never seen him study
or practise. They also said he was very quiet
but a little bit strange and stubborn. Some
even said that when he returned from
Thailand that he began to teach in the factory.
Some of the old workers who studied with
him were interviewed. They said that they
did not find what he taught was very special
and so they stopped. Also, they knew his
background and how he grew up.

In 1994, Li Hongzhi returned back
to his home town from Beijing and began to
tell people that the universe would explode.
He said that the time of the earth’s explosion
was controlled by him and that he would use
his energy to delay thishappening for another
thirty years. He has also been quoted as
saying that there are aliens on earth and that
they intend to replace all humans with clones.

He also said that the Chinese leader,
Jiang Ze Min and his aide Li Peng invited him
to visit them and asked him to do anything
that he could to delay this explosion. He was
purportedly told that this was his duty.
Eventually Li Hongzhi left China, sayingthat
he would have problems there if he stayed.
It has been said that despite all the profits he
has made through the sale of his book and
tapes, (reported by New York Times to be
in the millions of dollars), that he owes tax
to the Chinese Government. He is quoted
as saying, “I do not even take a penny. He
said that he only made 2,000 RMB for his
writing.” His book, however, has now been
banned from being published in China and
in 1996, the Chinese Qigong Scientific
ResearchAssociationalso hadthe FalunGong
name removed from its list.

Li Hongzhi said to the reporter that
Falun Gong is not a religion and nor is it a
religious style. The reporter went on to ask
if he was a saviour, “I never tell the students
to treat me like a God. I always tell my
students, I am sitting in front of you as a
completely real person.”

FALUN GONG
The information for this article has been amalgamated from Hong Kong’s

Next Magazine - Issue 478 (7 May 1999), Times Magazine (10 May 1999), True
Buddha News Weekly – Issue 220 (6 May 1999) and an article which appeared
in the New York Times on 30 April 1999.
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Of course not every single student
develops in exactly the same way and
with the same attitudes, but over
many years of training and teaching

I have come to recognise a general pattern
that I am sure will be familiar to many
instructors. These phases are common for
martial art students regardless of style and
have been recognised by many martial artists
since martial arts training began.

The primary phase of martial arts
training is characterised by a general feeling
of uncertainty and insecurity. There is a
general nervousness that often surfaces as fits
of frustration, misplaced egotism and even
doubts about the style and the instructor. As
any previously held ideas or beliefs are
replaced by new ideas and concepts, so the
student incorrectly reasons that any previous
training or knowledge is worthless. Their
mind is in turmoil believing that they have
previously learnt nothing.

The secondary
phase develops along with
the student’s newly
acquired skills. As the

student replaces their emptiness with a
fullness and meaning, a sense of pride and
achievement grows. An air of certainty and a
positive attitude is apparent in their manner,
practice and conversation. The student now
states their opinions confidently and
confirms those opinions by appealing to the
logic of their listeners.

The tertiary phase develops slower
than the first two as the student realises that
their knowledge is only superficial and that
they must now train harder to refine and
perfect the techniques. At this stage the
student becomes quieter and more amenable
to discussion and debate, their mind is open
though they never lose sight of their ideal
and goal. At this stage an interest in
theoretical matters often develops.

Throughout the fourth phase the
student is torn between two extremes,
sometimes feeling confident and sure of their
direction, other times they are insecure and

lost as to the way forward.
This is a very trying and
difficult time for the
student; they are locked in
an inner conflict trying to

attain mastery over
themselves and their body. This
is often make or break for most
students, their forms (katas)
become either excellent or awful,
they begin to take notice of their
friends and fellow students,
listening to their advice with keen
ears and are easily influenced and
misled. Confidence can easily
ebb to an all-time low.

The fifth phase sees the
first dawning of understanding,

appreciation and true confidence. The
student has, if they reach this level, attained
a little direct wisdom in their training. They
begin to believe in their practice and that they
are finally on the correct path. The student
becomes much more dedicated to their
training, and becomes interested in
researching the style and its history.

The sixth phase sees a growth in
confidence and ability. Now the student is
probably assisting the instructor to teach the
class, perhaps even teaching their own small
class. Unfortunately they often believe that
they have finally attained “the way” and
become satisfied and often somewhat
egotistical. The danger is that they often
mistakenly believe that they need no further
guidance or instruction. In their physical
training this may, perhaps, be true, in other
ways it is far from true. Fast and powerful
attacks, defences and counter-attacks
predominate here, alongside the desire to be
“the best” and their emphasis is usually upon
fighting ability. This is when many students
“go it alone”, driven by the desire to
“educate”others and convince others of their
skills and knowledge.

By the seventh phase an exceptionally
high standard of practice, knowledge and
understanding has been attained, their inner
struggles, turmoil and egotism have been
resolved and their direction and ideals are
clear. The path to achievement of the highest
and subtler levels of martial arts practice have
finally been appreciated and understood. The
stage is now set for true learning and
progression. Clarity of purpose and direction
is apparent and an accomplishment and
understanding is seen. By now a true teacher
(Sifu/Sensei) has evolved with the ability to
disseminate techniques and to explain them
physically, scientifically and theoretically in
simplistic terminology. They have nothing left
to prove to themselves or others, being
driven neither by ego nor financial reward.
They teach honestly and openly, training with
their students and not on them.

The final phase is beyond any
classification; its holder has a command of
their inner self, a peace and harmony that is
reflected in their teaching, training and
lifestyle. They are truly “at one with
themselves and their art”. They can know,
understand and assess a student by talking to
them and can judge their potential by watching
them. They are respectful of others and are
respected by all that know them, setting the
example that others wish to follow.

For me, my Sifu, Ip Chun, is such a
man

byShaunRawcliffe

Psychological Stages of the

Martial Arts
Once a student begins training in the martial arts
and progresses through the system, they pass through
various psychological and physical phases.

“Many are driven by
the desire to convince
others of their skills.”
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I can honestly say I do not know the
answers to these questions. However,
since practising Qigong, I know that my

philosophy and outlook on life has changed.
I am sure that getting older and more mature
has also shaped my thinking as well. When
we become older, we look at things
differently and have different priorities than
when we were 18 or even 28. When we are
eighteen, getting a job or furthering our
education is a big priority. So is having fun
with friends and family. It is also a time when
we are interested in dating and socialising on
a more intimate level.

As young people enter their
twenties, many will get married and some
even will begin a family. This is like the
animals in nature and follows the cycle of
birth, maturation, and procreation.
However, many choose to delay getting
married and having families till much
later and instead concentrate on
careers. Many couples findthat having
a child is too time consuming and feel
that it will stop them from enjoying
many of the things they like to do.
There are so many more choices
now than there were for our
parents and grandparents before
us and sometimes these choices
cause more confusion and strife
than they do happiness.

There is a higher divorce
rate than ever before, in
England, in America and even
in China. Dating has become
more like a wine tasting. If you
do not like your current one, there
is a different bottle to try next time.
There is the temptation of so many varieties
of wine all packaged so nicely that instead of
having our appetites satisfied, they become
over stimulated and we want to try more and
more. You can also say we have become more
selfish in this quest for personal satisfaction.
We care less for building a relationship and
making it last than for pursuing a taste of
something more delicious.

It is inevitable that this leads people
to think more of the outward qualities, as
these are what we usually see first, than of
what is inside of a person. I was told a story
about a couple that had been married for over
30 years. During that time, they had
separated due to the man being unfaithful
with another woman. However, they seemed
to drift back together over the next few years,
perhaps because they had the common
interests of children and time. Then, he
suddenly found that he had cancer and had
to have an operation to remove it. His wife

stood by him

through the time in the hospital and was there
to take care of him when he was released.
Unfortunately, there were complications and
his condition became worse. He even had a
stroke which left him paralysed and unable
to communicate. Now, his wife, not his
mistress, is caring for him day and night. I
do not repeat this story to put blame on him
or elicit pity for her. I repeat it because I

think that this shows a deep love that has
borne both good and bad times. Their
relationship was not perfect and had many
scars.

Too often we only think about the
sweet and not the bitter. However, you can
only keep eating the sweet so long before it
begins to have its effects. I remember once
at Christmas time making some chocolate
candy and it wasso delicious that I kept eating
it. Every time I passedby the kitchen, I would
have a taste and this continued for three days
until it was finished. By the second day, it
had already begun to lose some of its

specialness and by the
third day, it tasted funny
on my tongue and my
tummy began to hurt.
Eating too much sugar
candamage our teethand
our spleen and cause the
body not to function at
its best. By the token, in
life we need the bad
times as well as the good,
as the bad times make us
both stronger and wiser.

Maybe there is
no such thing as forever
love in today’s society
but I think that we are
meant to do something

more than just be pleasure seekers. I think
that our time here is also a test of how we
overcome difficulties and how we treat other
people. Change is constant as we individuals
are constantly changing. However, that does
not mean we should not be kind to others
and try to help them. If we are so focused
only on pleasing ourselves, on chasing
entertainment, we miss a great deal of living.
We should learn to balance our lives and
follow nature. Accept that there is a time we
should step aside and rest ourselves and be
satisfied.

byTseSihnKei

emailSihnKei@qimagazine.com

Have you ever asked yourself, “What’s it all about? Why are
we here?” I have often thought about these questions. Is it just to
have a good time and pursue pleasure and happiness? Is it to make
a lot of money and become wealthy? Is it to have children so that
our family name and bloodline can be continued?
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What is it for?

“Maybe there
is no such

thing as
forever love

in today’s
society.”
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Principles of

Wild
Goose
Qigong

Thoughts of Grandmaster Yang Meijun collected and
presented by her son, Chen Chuan Gang. Translated by Michael Tse.

(Grandmaster Yang Meijun:) I have beenteaching Wild Goose
Qigong now for many years and I have come to see many of my
students grow to be healthy and have good skill level and good hearts
as they practised. There have been many people to support Wild
Goose Qigong over the last several years and even the Chinese
government has examined the form and accepted it as a health
promoting style of Qigong.

Many people want to prove that Qigong exists and is good
for health. In the beginning, when I first opened the Dayan skill, I
was asked by the Chinese Qigong Research Society to take part in
some tests. They did many scientific tests. One was to test my brain
patterns. Internationally renowned
physicist, Dr Qian ChuanGang, doing
the testing said that the waves coming
from my brain were abnormally
strong and powerful, stronger than
ordinary people by six times. They did
many other tests as well and at the
end they were all convinced that Qi
was very real and that Qigong
improved one’s human potential.

Aboutthe Wild Goose Qigong
system, it is very profound and
unusual. Many of our ancestors have
spent their entire lives developing
their Qigong level. No one knows

exactly how far their potential developed. Even me, now over 100
years old, I am still learning. It is only in the past twenty years that
informationabout Wild Goose Qigonghas been written down. Before
this, knowledge was passed down by word of mouth from teacher to
student. It was the same with myself and my teacher, (Grandmaster
Yang Meijun’s grandfather, Yang De Shan).

Wild Goose Qigong does not only consider the principle, it
also considers the method. It is concerned with 108 acupuncture
points and all the channels and organs in the body. Every single
movement has more than one meaning and application. So if we just
talk about principle, it is not enough. It must be principle and method
together. All the principles are there, inside the movements and
methods. So every single movement of the Wild Goose Qigong
system must follow the principle. The more we practise, the higher

the level of skill. The higher level of
skill, then the more you understand the
principle.

(NB from translator MT: This
means that when people begin to study
Wild Goose, then they do not really
understand the principle. They just
practise what they have learned. The more
they practise the more healthy they become
and then they start to realise the
principle.)

Everybody understands the
skill in a slightly different way, not
exactly the same. The more you
practise, the more you understand the

Qigong is a very complicated subject. Over its long history, many generations of
masters have enriched it with their own experiences and wisdom. Wild Goose Qigong
System is very large and covers a great many things. In this exclusive article Grandmaster
Yang Meijun shares her thoughts with us.

Master Chen Chuan Gang with his mother Grandmaster Yang Meijun
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A posture from Dayan Fist
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principle. However, every
time you develop to another
level, you understand the
principle in yet a different
way than you did before.
Again, when you progress to
another level, you will see the
principle with a deeper
understanding different than
before. And the more you
practise, the more you find
that you start from the
beginning again. The more
higher level person does not
know what level they are up

to, but when they need the
skill, the skill will come.
Benefits of Dayan Qigong

Now I would like to
talk about a few points about
Wild Goose Qigong. There
are five points which we need
to follow:

1. The first point
is that regular practice can heal a lot of obvious illnesses. The longer
you practise, any hidden disease will be brought out and these too
will be healed. Then you can live a longer and happier life.

2. The more you practice, if you are ill then you will
recover. If you continue with your practise then the illness will not
come back again. If you are not ill then you can avoid even cancer,
heart problems and other incurable diseases.

(NB: Note from translator: this means that as the immune
system of the body becomes stronger, then your body can avoid the
same problems.)

3. Concentrate on practice and balance the emotions. In
thisway, whenthe emotions are inbalance, then your sky-eye potential
will develop. You can begin to see energy and you may even have the
potential to diagnose other’s illnesses. Someday you may even develop
healing potential.

4. Regular Qigong practice will open the channels in the
body and so the Qi will flow smoothly without interruption. The Du
channel will be opened and the Qi will be stronger and is stored in the
Dantien. The body becomes like a balanced universe in which
everything is functioning in harmony.

5. Keep practising Qigong, particularly the first 64
movements of the Wild Goose Qigong. At night do the meditation

and empty the mind. If you do this continually, you will reach the
high level.

The Spirit and the Body Combine Together to Become One,
Seven Points Opened

Mind and Qi combined together is the principle of both
Buddhism and Daoism. When we use the principles of Buddhism and
Daoism it does not mean that we study these. Buddhism only concerns
itself with emptiness and nothing is important. Taoism principle takes
us to a point of emptiness or nothingness from which something or
anything is possible. Actually, this is similar to Dayan Qigong training
which trains the YuanShen, which meansoriginal spirit. DayanQigong
also trains the seven points: eyes, ears, nose, tongue (saliva) and
mouth. The eyes are the spiritual point. The ears are the sound point.
The nose is the smell point. The tongue and mouth are the taste
points. There are five organs and seven points. These are the essence

of the Dayan Qigong
training.

Dayan Qigong is
based upon movement to
direct the energy. It does not
use the mind to direct the
energy. However, during the
movements, the spirit will
joinwiththe movementsand
the Qi will develop.

Movement without
relaxation will never develop
energy. However, when you
concentrate on the
movement, at the same time
you will develop the eye

spirit. Before we begin any movements, we stand relaxed with the
eyes looking straight ahead. Either you look further out or close, it
does not matter, as either will open the channel of the energy. The
energy from the eyes will begin to connect with nature. Eyes are
very powerful. When you look forward, it creates the energy field,
so the Qi can go through the top of the head. When the top of the
head is opened, then the Qi can come in through the body through
the Baihui point. When looking forward, do not move the eyes
around, then the eye spirit and the mind spirit will come together.

You should have no distracting thoughts to disturb you. Your
mind should be calm and the body relaxed. When the Baihui point
opens, Qi will come down from the heaven through the Du Channel
to the base of the spine. The Shenshu points will then open at the
base of the kidneys. When the kidney Qi is open, the earth Qi will
rise up through the Yongquan points in the soles of the feet to meet

“When looking do not
move the eyes around,
then the eye spirit and
the mind spirit will
come together.”

Practising Qigong

Enjoying his mother’s Birthday party

Michael Tse & Chen Chuan Gang at Grandmaster
Yang Meijun’s Birthday party
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together in the Dantien. The energy field
which is created by the earth Qi and the
heaven Qi will create an energy field
around the whole body. So when you
practise Wild Goose Qigong, you can
gather the Qi very quickly. However, some
beginners never concentrate on the eye
spirit. They look around during practice
and do not concentrate on the movements,
and the Qi will be lost. Therefore, their
Qigong will never develop properly and
be high level.

The tongue is connected with the
upper and lower channels. We always say
to let the tip of the tongue rest against the
upper palate duringpractice. The whole area
of the upper palate is the energy area which
connects with the tongue. The upper
channel runs fromthe upper palate through
the front of the face, along the nose and
past the sky eye and on to the Baihui point.
It travels down to the Yamen point at the
back of the neck all the way down through
to the end of the spine, to the Wuiyin point.
The lower channel runs from the upper
palate all the way down from the chin, to
the middle of the neck to the middle chest
(Ren Channel) and then to the lower
Dantien. From here the energy then flows
down each leg to the Yongquan points in
the soles of the feet.

In regard to the nose point, we
should breathe naturally during practice.
When the energy field is created, the
breathing will be very deep and gentle.
Sometimes, the breathing will be very
obvious and other times it may feel like it
has stopped.

(NB: Note from translator: When
the breathing is very obvious, it is because
the body is releasing negative energy. When
the negative energy is released, the breathing
will become quieter and the body will begin
to open and energy is taken in through the
whole body, not just the nose, but through
the skin and pores. Obvious breathing is
very natural and also is a sign that the Ren
channel is open.)

The ear points are for listening to
the poem of the form you are practising
and so all the Qi will flow to together.

(NB: Note from translator: Every
form in the Dayan Qigong system has a
poem to help us remember the movements.
Usually when we begin to study, we think
about the poem before we start. So the ears
also relate to the mind, spirit and
concentration on what you are doing. You
should not be disturbed by other sounds
during practice. This is the higher level of
the ear function when practising Wild
Goose Qigong).
tobecontinued... translated by Michael Tse Practising the North Pole Sword
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he Dao itself is very hard to put into words. The Dao De Jing says,
“Dao can be talked about, but not the eternal Dao. Names can be named,
but not the eternal name.” In part it can be thought of as the hidden
design behind the flow of Qi, as well as the flow itself. It is ultimately
unknowable, but its manifestation can be experienced. It has sometimes

been translated as the Way, the Path and the Meaning.
Daoists try to live in harmony with the Dao through trying to understand

its laws. They allow themselves to be guided by its will (through their intuition)
and are energised by Qi flowing through them. This state of being is called Wu
Wei.

The purpose of art in Daoism is to experience the Dao. The Daoist painter
Hseih-Ho wrote that art should manifest “the life movement of the spirit through
the rhythm of things.” It needs to express the spirit of the Dao – to be flowing,
spontaneous and suggest impermanence (as all is in a state of flux) and to create
harmony through the balance of Yin and Yang elements. To achieve this the
artist needs to sacrifice his own self-interest – thoughts of how the work “should”
look, or thoughts of reward – and allow the Dao to manifest through him. His
mind needs to be still and empty of all self-important concerns. For an artist to

Daoism asserts that there is a mysterious
meaning giving energy which flows through all
things. This energy is called Qi. It vitalises and
nourishes all things. Qi is in constant motion,
through the interaction of Yin and Yang
elements in nature which continually act to
balance each other. Each element is, therefore,
part of deeper harmony.
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be receptive to the Dao, he needs to live in harmony with it.
Otherwise, he is regarded as “a blocked flute through which no
air could pass.”

Daoist art came into being around the Six dynasties period
(265-581 AD) and flourished in the Tang and Sung dynasties
(616-1279 AD). Landscape painting and calligraphy were the
most highly regarded art forms.

Landscape paintings attempt to evoke the Dao in nature.
The painter Tsung Ping wrote that landscapes “both have material
existence, and reach out into the realm of the spirit.” Landscape
paintings are known as mountain and water pictures as these
are almost always depicted. Mountains were thought to be the
dwelling places of the Daoist immortals (perfect beings). They
were seen as a bridge between heaven and earth. There are stories
of immortals ascending from mountains into heaven or entering
paradise through slits and crevices. Water is an important Daoist
symbol as it flows like the Dao, following the path of least
resistance. In this way it represents Wu-Wei, the ideal state of
being for man.

Mountains are Yang and water is Yin. The scene is often
shrouded in mist, giving a feeling of the cosmic spirit passing
through things. If figures appear, they never dominate the
landscape but are at one with it, part of a greater whole.

Another common theme in painting is bamboo. Bamboo
is seen to represent
the ideal man in that
it is upright, strong
yet yielding in the
wind, and stays green
in winter. In other
words it remains
strong, dignified,
humble and constant
through all
conditions.

Artists did not
aim for perfect
likeness but tried to
capture the Qi
flowing in what they
represented.

Hovelaque writes, “Imitations only reproduce a dead
form no longer animated by any living principle; they are only
the thing produced, not the elusive spirit which produces.”
Perhaps to avoid focusing on the external appearance artists
would not paint at the scene of the landscape. Rather they would
visit it, attempt to become one with it through feeling the
presence of Qi flowing in it, and then later in their studio try to
capture the energy they had witnessed.

The act of creating is really a process of meditation,
entering into harmony with the Dao. Chung-Tzu writes, “the
painter takes off his clothes and sits cross legged”. In other
words the painter empties his mind of superficial concerns and
enters into meditation. Ching Hao, a tenth century artist, wrote
that Qi is produced “when the artist’s mind does not interfere
with the free movement of the brush and thus spontaneously
produces the picture without fear”. The ideal is to be able to
express that which manifests in one’s mind at the same time as it

“Qi is
produced
when the

artist’s mind
does not

interfere.”
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manifests, without intellectual intervention. Paintings were done
in ink on porous paper or silk, aiding spontaneity and
encouraging a flowing rhythm.

Techniques could resemble those of action painting.
Chen Jung, a 13th century magistrate and artist was known to
spit water, spill ink and make marks with his cap before working
with a brush.

A characteristic of Daoist paintings is the presence of
empty space. Empty
space serves to draw
the viewer into the
picture, encouraging
inner experience. It
is said in Daoism
that it is emptiness
which makes things
useful, just as it is the
empty space inside a
room, a vessel or a
shoe that makes it
useful. Inner
emptiness is requisite
for receptivity to the
Dao. It is out of
emptiness that the Dao manifests. Chung-Tzu
writes, “to a mind that is still the whole universe
surrenders.”

Empty space can be seen to represent the
spiritual realm (Yang) which unites with the
material realm (Yin) in a painting, so bringing
harmony.

Calligraphy is well suited to Daoist aims
as it is done spontaneously and has a flowing,
rhythmic nature. Like in painting, ink is used
on porous paper or silk. What is written is of
secondary importance. What is important is the
Qi flowing in the writing. There are no fixed
ways that characters “should” look, rather, the
individual spirit of the calligrapher is valued.
Calligraphy is perhaps a purer Daoist art form
than landscape painting, as in painting there is a
narrative element while in calligraphy the focus
is more on the Qi in the forms.

The creative process is the same, the artist
needs to become a channel for Qi to flow
through him. Alan Watts writes, “If you hesitate,
hold the brush too long in one place, or hurry
or try to correct what you have written, the
blemishes are all too obvious. But if you write
well there is at the same time the sensations that
the work is happening all by itself – as a river
following the lines of least resistance, makes
elegant curves. One can see how there is a philosophy of living
in this creative practice.”

There is also a Yin-Yang interplay in calligraphy with each
stroke creating new Yin-Yang relationships until harmony is
reached at the end.

Calligraphy became important in Zen (Zen being an
amalgam of Daoism and Buddhism). In Zen, the stage of a
student’s spiritual development can be assessed by seeing how
purely Qi flows in their work.

Daoist philosophy is also important in craftsmanship.
Daoist craftsmen try to work in harmony with whatever material
is being used. They carve along lines of least resistance, respecting
the natural flow in an object, rather than just imposing design

onto it. They too work from an attitude free of the self-
importance, allowing the Dao to flow through them.
Chuang-Tzu tells the story of a master craftsman who
would, before starting work (in this case on a bell stand),
spend a week quietening his thoughts by fasting so that all
thoughts of praise, reward and his own bodily concerns were
forgotten. Concentrating only on the bell stand, he went

into the forest and
intuited which tree
to use and how to
carve it through
being at one with
it, free of self-
i m p o r t a n t
concerns.

Miniature
Daoist paradises
were a common
theme in carving,
invariably of
mountains. These
allowed city
dwellers, especially
officials, to
contemplate the
Dao away from the
natural landscape.
There are stories of
Daoist magicians,
like Xuan Jie, who
could make
themselves very
small and jump
into the miniature
landscapes and so
enter paradise.
This can be seen as
a Daoist lesson in
art appreciation. If
one humbles
oneself (becomes
small) by letting go
of one’s
preconceptions

and intellectual concerns, one may feel the Qi and deeper
harmony in the work, and so connect with the Dao (enter
paradise). The act of viewing is one of active participation –
attaining the right attitude and entering the flow of energy. It
is a spiritual exercise, offering insight into the nature of reality

byNikoBarnes

“They work
allowing the
Dao to flow
through them.
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38. Brushing Wings
I. Relex the two arms, but keep the

hands over the liver and spleen, about
two inches away.

II. Flutter the right palm in anti-
clockwise motion to liver area three
times. Then rest at the liver area. Fig
128.

III.Flutter the left palm in clockwise
motion to the spleen three times.
Then rest the left palm at the spleen
area. Fig 129.
These movements are for giving Qi to

both organs, left side for the spleen and right
for the liver. Fluttering the palms to these
organs also releases the toxins from them
which is why we circle the area from inside
to outside. The Qi goes from the Laogong
points, to the Qimen point (Liver
Channel), the Jingmen point (Gall Bladder
Channel and which also relates to the
kidneys), Riyue point (Gall Bladder
Channel) and Zhangmen point (Liver
Channel andwhich also relates to the spleen).

39. Brushing the arms
I. Lift up the right arm with five fingers

closed. Bring the hand up to the Qihu
point. Fig 130.

II. Roll the whole arm forward.
Meanwhile keep the fingers at the
Qihu point. The eyes look at the
elbow as it is rotated forward three
times. Fig 131 - 132.

III.Lift up the right arm and repeat the
movement. Fig 133 - 135
This movement is for opening the

shoulders and the joints on the arms, like
Jianjing point (gall bladder channel),Jianyu
(Large Intestine Channel), Jianliao point
(Triple Warmer Channel),Binao (Large
Intestine Channel). These acupunture
points will be openned when the arms is
rolling and the fingers touching at the Qihu
point.

40. Shake the wings and
wash the chest.

I. Relax the two palms and keep the
Laogong points to the Qihu points.
Fig 136.

II. Flutter the palms passing the Qihu
points, going down past the Daimai
points and down the legs to the
ankles. Come back up to the Qihu

Fig 128 Fig 129 Fig 130 Fig 131

Fig 132 Fig 133 Fig 134 Fig 135

Riyue Point

Zhangmen Point

Qimen Point

Dayan Gong 2nd 64
part 8
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points again. Repeat a total of seven
times. Fig 137 - 138.
Fluttering the palms we make the the Qi

go through the chest and repreating it seven
times will smooth the Ren,Chong, Stomach,
Liver and Kidney channels. This releases the
negative Qi and old Qi from the chest. This
movement is also good for people who easily
feel sick and depressed.

In the Wild Goose Qigong system there
are many movements which are repeated
seven times and this is because seven (from
the Yijing) relates to the heart and kidneys.

41. Stretch the wings and
wash the head

I. On the seventh and last repetition of
the last movement, rest the hands in
front of the forehead with the Hegu
points to the Taiyang points. Fig 139.

II. Then rotate the head anti-clockwise
three times, with the movement
coming from the waist. When doing
this movement, do not let the head go
too far down, not below the waist.
Hands stay in the same position. Fig
140.

III.Having finished three circles (Fig 141),
rotate the head in clockwise direction
with the hands etc the same as before.
Fig 142-143.
The head is a very important part of the

body that should be clear and light.
Rrotating the head opens Dazhui, Fengfu
points (Du channel), Dazhu, Yuzhen points
(Urinary Bladder Channel) and Fengchi
point (Gall Bladder channel). Thus we do
not have headaches and migraines.

Fig 136 Fig 137 Fig 138 Fig 139 Fig 140 Fig 141

Fig 142 Fig 143 Fig 144 Fig 145

Jianliao Point

Binao Point

Yuzhen
Point

Fengchi
Point
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42. Close up the wings.
I. Close five fingers and slowly drop the

hands to the Dabao point (Spleen
channel). Than rest the hands there.
Fig 144.
When the fingers touch the Dabao points

this clears the Spleen channel and opens the
middle warmer area, from middle Dantien
to lower Dantien, which covers the liver,
spleen and gall bladder. It can also balance
all the Yin and Yang channels.

43. Flying upward.
I. Relax two palms, then raise the hands

with fluttering movement up above
the head. Fig 146.

II. Open the hands out and down (Fig
147). Then quickly, with a flicking
motion bring them into the Dantien,
at the same time stand on your toes.
Relax the hands and let your heels drop
to the ground. Repeat seven times in
total. Fig 148-148a.

III.After the seventh time, close five
fingers and touch the Daimai points
(Stomach Channel). Fig 149.
Fluttering upward helps clear the

channels from the body to the head and
makes the body lighter and the mind clearer.
When the movement goes down the Qi will
goes down to the ground. So heels drop to
the ground. Yongquan point (Kidney
Channel) will be more open. The last part
of the movement touching the Daimai
points relates to the lower warmer. This area
covers from the lower Dantien to Wuyin
point (Du Channel) and includes the
Kidneys, Intestine, Urinary Bladder organs
etc.

44. Point to the sky.
I. Opening two palms and lift them up

to the chest. Left over the right.
Laogong points to Qihu points. Fig
150.

II. Turn the palms out. Right hand up and
left hand down. Right palm turns to
finger sword closing the thumb and
small finger. Other three fingers are
straight. On the thumb the
Shaoshang point (Lung Channel)
touches the Shaochong point (Heart
Channel) on the small finger. Eyes
look at the three fingers. The left hand
rests on the side of the waist with the

palm facing down and Hegu point
(Large Intestine Channel) to Daimai
(Belt Channel). Meanwhile the right
foot steps forward. Fig 151.
Humam being live between the heaven

and the earth. So when pointing to the sky
the body will connects with its Qi to balance
our internal Qi. We become part of nature
so our illness will be balanced and the Qi
will be strong.

When the Shaoshang point connects with
the Shaochong point it makes the Heart and
Lung Channels strong. The three fingers up
to point at the sky means Heaven, Mankind
and Earth all become one. We become part
of the universe which is a Daoist principle,
it means following nature.

Fig 146 Fig 147 Fig 148 Fig 148a

Fig 149 Fig 150 Fig 151

Shaoshang
Point

Shaochong
Point
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Alcohol Addiction & TCM
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A reasonable amount of drink leads to a
comfortable social life. This especially
suits the British climate – where a lot

of the days are rainy and cloudy, it is
impossible to do outdoor activities all of the
time.

A proper amount of drink is also
beneficial for good health, for example,
arthritis (due to the invasionof “damp cold”),
heart problems or poor blood circulation
are all eased with an appropriate amount
of alcohol.

However, over drinking and
addiction to alcohol not only costs
a lot of money, it can also cause a lot
of problems, both physically and
mentally. For example it can cause
stress, headaches and rashes. All of
these problems can affect work and
lifestyle and can even lead to the break-
up of marriages. If someone is addicted
to alcohol, they usually lose self-control
and this can make their life a misery.

If youare addictedto alcohol, you
are advised to find a qualified Chinese
Medicine practitioner. He/she willbe able
to help you get rid of the addiction and
improve your general health and quality
of life.

I have been practising in the UK
for nearly ten years and have treated a
lot of alcohol, drug and nicotine
addictionwith highly successful results.
Here, I would like to describe a typical
case history for you.

A lady of 32 years of age was
my friend’s sister and worked in
Greece as a nanny. Just before
Christmas 1998 she had to come back
to the UK to stay with my friend. She
had been told she did not have long to
live due to heavy drinking which had
caused liver failure.

The first time she came to see me was
on 4 February 1999. She had been drinking
heavily for five years. She drank five bottles
of spirits and smoked forty cigarettes a day!
She had severe pain around her liver area and
a cough, bringing up a lot of green phlegm.
She also suffered from headaches, sinus

problems, hot flushes and very dry itchy skin.
She also perspired a lot and had severe
palpitations. Her heart rate was 102 beats per
minute and her blood pressure was 167/
140mmHg.

Initially, I gave her acupuncture
treatment to stop her drinking and smoking.
After 30 minutes, when I had finished the
treatment and checked her blood pressure

again, it
was

151/121 mmHg, and her heart rate
was 81 beats per minute. I prescribed a special
herbal tea for her to take for two weeks.

She came back on the 18th ebruary,
two weeks later. This was the 11th day
without any drink at all. She said her smoking

had reduced to twenty cigarettes a day. She
explained that after the acupuncture, she felt
very relaxed and more balanced. There was
no pain around the area of her liver, her
headaches had gone, the palpitations were
better and she had little sweating. The
condition of her skin was better and she did
not feel hot and nervous anymore. However,
she still felt anxious and ate a lot more, which
she did not like. Her blood pressure was
100/83 mmHg and her heart rate was 60
beats per minute.

I gave her another acupuncture
treatment and prescribed herbal pills for

anxiety. Also, I gave her some herbal
tea to regulate her digestive system
and to suppress her appetite.

Two weeks later, on the 4th

March, she continued to feel
better and reported that the
herbal pills were good for
relaxation. After the
acupuncture, she felt more
balanced again and her blood
pressure was 100/60. In
general, she felt a bit tired and
felt she could do with more
energy. Her smoking was

downto fifteencigarettesa day. Her
appetite had calmed down and she had

lost some weight. I prescribed another
acupuncture treatment and she continued to
take the herbal pills for anxiety, together with
other herbal pills for improving her energy.

Her last visit was on the 18th March
1999. She came to say she felt good and had
no drink at all. She did not enjoy smoking
and had only two cigarettes a day until then.
I gave her another acupuncture treatment to
confirm the treatment and she had two weeks
supply of herbal pills (for anxiety) to take
back to Greece with her, when she started
work.

At Easter time, I met her sister and
she told me how glad she was to see her sister
back to being a normal, healthy person again.

byDrShulanTang

emailShulanonShulan@qimagazine.com

To “go for a drink” is one of the most popular social activities in the
UK. Young people start to drink as soon as they reach the age of eighteen
and a lot of people only see their friends regularly in the pub. A friend told
me how he went to work abroad and that a year later, when he returned, he
found his friends at the same time in the same pub.
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Book Reviews
Inside Stories
Of The Forbbiden City
Various Author s£4.95 Inc p&p

It can be interesting to hear the more
personal details of history. Inside Stories of
the Forbidden City is a collection of stories
from various authors who describe events
whichtook place inthe ForbiddenCityduring
the Ming and Qing Dynasties. The stories
have been researched from both official and
unofficial histories so often the stories have
the flavour of a gossip more than fact.

There is the story of Emperor
Chenghua who had a child through the
scheming of his nurse, Wan, who was
“intelligent and sharp witted and knew how
to carry favour with the throne”.
Unfortunately for her, her son and heir to
the throne died as a young boy and so she
lost her position as “queen mother”. Out of
revenge, Wan forced other concubines to
abort their pregnancies or killed them
altogether. However,
she was unable to do
this in the case of
Lady Ji, a librarian in
the Imperial Court.
One day Chenghua
passed by her working
and was so captured
by her beauty that he
invited her to be his
companion for the
night. The result of
their one night
together resulted in
her falling pregnant.
When Wan heard
about it, she was very
angry andwasgoingto
have her get rid of the
pregnancy. However,
one of the servants
lied and said it was only a growth and so the
baby was secretly born and given to a woman
outside the palace to raise. Not even Lady Ji
knew that her child still lived. Wan suspected
this but could never find the child so that
she could have him killed. This is but one of
the twenty five stories in this compact and
easily read book.

Treatment OF Common
Diseases With
Qigong Therapy
Xue Yuan £6.95 inc p&p

It is one of those
books that does not look like
much but sometimes we
overlook the knowledge that
can be found in simplicity,
thinking that the more
complicated, the deeper the
knowledge. Professor Li
XiangminghasstudiedQigong
for over thirty years and out
of his understanding of
Daoisim and the body, he
collected a series of exercises
and ways of thought called the
Three Treasures Supreme
Harmony Qigong.

Although I have
tried the exercises and
cannot vouch for their
effectiveness, I enjoyed
his chapter on Health
Preservation and

Longevity. There are few Qigong books that
discuss cultivation of the spirit as well as the
body. He says, “Speak less to save Qi; watch
less to promote hearing. Ask less to cultivate
temperament; think less to protect the heart.
Gain less to preserve essence. Move less to
replenish the mind.”

Some readers may find it lacking as it
is without photos or illustrations of the

exercises. Also, some beginners to Qigong
may find it confusing to follow his
descriptions as he makes numerous
references to acupuncture points as guidance,

even though he does
have a simplified
channels and
acupuncture chart in
the appendix. Benefits
of the exercises are
included along with
related references from
old classics on Daoism,
Buddhism and others,
including the Yellow
Emperor’s Classic so
one can choose
exercises that pertain
to their condition.

The second
section of the book
gives detailed
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True stories are often more unbelievable than fiction. When
you read one of our new selections, you will find this was very
true in old China. Also up for review, a book on the fascinating
topic of Qigong therapy.

information on which acupuncture points to
be stimulated in the cases of various diseases
and illness, to include problems with the
nose, ears and eyes. This section along with
a chapter on Qigong healing and use of
Chinese Magnetic balls may be of particular
interest to those doing energy work or
healing. I would recommend this book to
those interested in Qigong, acupuncture or
healing or for practitioners in these fields

byJessicaBlackwell

“Out of revenge,
Wan forced other

concubines to abort
their pregnancies or

killed them.”
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You can say this subject is easy. You can
say it is difficult. Generally we have
Chinese and Western palmreading, two

different styles, but I am sure there are more
than that. Some are popular and some are not
because every culture in history has its own
way of reading people before they know
somebody.

There are so many ways to read
people, one is palm, one is face, one is the
person’s attitude and their body size. Other
ways are through their eyes, the colour of
their aura and even high level skill of bone
touching. Palm seems to be one of the most
interesting and so it seems a
good thing to talk about this
time. Palm reading can be
learnt by yourself because
you can buy a lot of books
which are available. However,
my suggestion for reading all
of these books is not to trust
them 100%, otherwise you
will get confused. Everybody
has their own way and some
are similar and others are
very different. Actually, this
is the way it should be as
everyone should have
different opinions for palm
reading.

This is because through palm reading
there is only a certain percentage of things
you can learn from this physical evidence.
There is also the mental side and this is much
harder to learn. This is the intuitionpart.
Therefore, some peoplewillneverget it right
because they only believe what they see on
the hands and the knowledge from
the book. They lose the feeling and
the message of the hand itself and
lose the feeling from the person as
well. The higher level of palm reading, apart
from the knowledge you know, is your
intuition and what you think, particularly, the
first instinct. I remember once somebody
showed me their palm and when I looked at
it. I said to the person, “The image I see is

you sitting on a bench with a sword over
your leg. Behind you there is a large clock
tower.” And they said, “You can see
something like that from the palm?” I said
that I did not know but that is the message
that I received from his palm.

Another time, when looking at their
palms, I asked if his girlfriend had just had
an operation and he was quite shocked that I
had been able to see this from his palm.
Actually, I did not see it in his palm, but I
received the message from my mind when I
touched his hand. I know that when we
practise Wild Goose Qigong our sky eye

develops.My teacher, YangMeijun, talks
about this many times. The more you study
Qigong, the more your sky eye will open.
Some people will see the Qi, steam, the aura
like a double shadow, even colours. The sky
eye is not only about what you can see, but

Palm Reading

Many people ask me about palm reading so I think it is good to
share some of this knowledge with you. However, the knowledge I have
comes from my Qigong, my experience and traditional Chinese palm
reading skill.

about receiving messages. The message is
about what the energy is, about the past,
present or even future. Sometimes I am right
but other times I am completely wrong.
Wrong because it is the imagination and a
case of the energy not being clear. It can also
be a case of someone lying to themselves.
That is why there are so many phoney people,
but there are also some very genuine people
who have true abilities.

In the beginning, before doing
anything, first calm yourself and sink your
energy to the Dantien for fifteen or twenty
minutes in the meditation attitude. This way
you will not be disturbed by other energy

and your mind will be calmer. To read a
man’s palm, look at the left hand first.
For a lady, look at their right palm first.
Now take the person’s hand in your
own and ask yourself how you feel.
Usually, your first instinct is the right

one. If you feel that this person is
very gentle or very stubborn,

powerful, weak, any of these things
may come out. This is their
personality.

Also, you can check from the
hand, a gentle person will usually have
a soft hand. A stubborn person’s hand

will be stiff and find difficult to even
rotate their wrist. A weaker person may

have cold, slender hands with more lines.
The hands could also be pale because of

not enough blood. A person who is
powerful will usually have thick

hands that are warm and full of
blood. An ill person will have
cold, bony hands and you can
easily see their veins in their
palm. It may even be yellow or

brown in colour. If they are healthy,
their palm will be full and an even red

in colour with shiny nails. Their hand shape
will be even and natural. There are many
other things as well but we will talk about
these in the next issue

byMichaelTse

“Take the person’s
hand. Usually, your
first instinct is the
right one.”
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aijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

24 Step Simplified Taijiquan
This form of simplified Taijiquan was created as a means to promote Taijiquan to the

general public. It has been promoted throughout China and the world by the Chinese
government, and is now practised by millions of people.

Fig 108 Fig 109 Fig 110 Fig 111 Fig 112 Fig 113

Fig 102 Fig 103 Fig 104 Fig 105 Fig 106 Fig 107

Fig 114 Fig 115 Fig 116 Fig 117 Fig 118 Fig 119

Fig 120 Fig 121 Fig 122 Fig 123 Fig 124 Fig 126
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aijiquanSimplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

TaijiquanSimplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

Fig 127 Fig 128 Fig 129 Fig 130 Fig 131

Fig 132 Fig 133 Fig 134 Fig 135 Fig 36

Fig 137 Fig 138 Fig 139 Fig 140 Fig 141 Fig 142 Fig 143

Fig 144 Fig 145 Fig 146 Fig 147 Fig 148 Fig 149 Fig 150

Fig 151 Fig 152 Fig 153 Fig 154 Fig 155 Fig 156

Taijiquan
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Simplified Taijiquan

aijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

Fig 156a Fig 157 Fig 157a Fig 158 Fig 159 Fig 160 Fig 161

Fig 162 Fig 163 Fig 164 Fig 165 Fig 106 Fig 167

Fig 162 Fig 169 Fig 170 Fig 171 Fig 172 Fig 173

The Names of the Movements

11 Single Whip. Fig 102 to 106
12 High Pat on Horse. Fig 107 to 108
13 Right Straight Kick. Fig 109 to 114
14 Two Beaks Hit the Ears. Fig 115 to 118
15 Turn the Body and Left Kick. Fig 119 to 124
16 Left Single Squat Down. Fig 125 to 131
17 Right Single Squat Down. Fig 132 to 138
18 Going Through the Left and Right. Fig 139 to 149
19 Pin at the Bottom of the Sea. Fig 150 to 151.
20 Flash the Back. Fig 152 to 154
21 Turn the body with a Straight Punch. Fig 155 to 161
22 Like Sealing Like Closing Fig 162 to 167
23 Crossing Hands. Fig 168 to 171 (Check)
24 Closing. Fig 172 to 173

TaijiquanSimplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan
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Aloe Vera
gel contains
over 75
known
ingredients

ALOE VERA - The Inside Story
Aloe Vera, often called the Miracle Plant, the Natural Healer, the Burns Plant, goes by many names which have
survived the 4000 or so years during which this amazing medicinal herb has benefited mankind. George Ebers in 18B2
first discovered its antiquity in an ancient Egyptian papyrus, dated 3500BC, which was in fact a collection of herbal
remedies. Other researchers have since found it was used by both Chinese and Indian cultures.

Although there are over 200 species of
aloe, there are probably only three or
four with medicinal properties. Of

these, Aloe Vera Barbadensis (Miller) is the
most potent. To benefit from Aloe Vera, the
gel can be taken internally for its nutritional
effect or it can be combined with other
ingredients to produce topical creams and
lotions to nourish and improve the quality
of the skin.

It works by providing a rich cocktail
of nutritional elements whose combined
action and balance produce a more powerful
effect together than would be expected from
the addition of the individual components.
This is because they work as a team,
enhancing each other’s effect - known as
synergism. It also has adaptogenic properties,
which means it is a substance which increases
non-specific resistance of an
organism to adverse influences such
as infection or stress.

Aloe Vera, because of its
nutritional qualities and antioxidant
properties, helps firstly to prevent
injury to epithelial tissues, and
when they are damaged, it
promotes healing. (The largest
epithelium is skin, but also included
are the lining of the gut, the
bronchial tubes and the genital
tract.) Antioxidants fight the
destructive ’free radicals’, the
unstable compounds produced by
our metabolism and found in environmental
pollutants. They are thought to cause various
ailments including some cancers as well as
contributing towards the ageing process.

Its natural anti-inflammatory and
antimicrobial action combined within its
nutritional constituents promote cell growth
and therefore healing. However, it is not only
helpful for people with problems; most people
taking it report a greater sense of well being,
calmer and less anxious, able to sleep better.

Inside an Aloe Leaf
Aloe Vera gel contains over 75 known

ingredients which can be divided into the
following groups:
VITAMINS: It contains a wide range, but
the most important ones are the antioxidant
vitamins C and E and Beta-Carotene, the

precursor of Vitamin A. It is also one of the
few plant sources in the world of Vitamin
B12.
MINERALS: These include magnesium,
manganese, zinc, copper, chromium, calcium,
sodium, potassium and iron.
AMINO ACIDS: The human body requires
22 amino acids, the building blocks of proteins
and Aloe Vera gel provides 20 of them. More
importantly, it provides seven of the eight
essential amino acids that cannot be
manufactured by the body and which
therefore have to be consumed as food.
SUGARS: These include the important long
chain poly-saccharides which act on the
immune system to boost its
effect.
ENZYMES: Lipases
and proteases which

break down food and aid
digestion as well as
carboxypeptidase that is
involved in the
inflammatory process.
PLANT STEROLS: The three
main types act as powerful anti-
infammatory agents.
LIGNIN: This woody substance bestows on
Aloe Vera its penetrative ability to reach deep
into the skin.
SAPONINS These are soapy substances that
exert a powerful anti-microbial effect against
bacteria, virus, fungi and yeasts such as
candida or ’thrush’.
ANTHRAQUINONES: The most
important ones being aloin and emodin, but
altogether they are strong painkillers, and are
acknowledged to possess anti-bacterial and

viruscidal activity. In their pure form, they
are very powerful laxatives.
SALYCYLIC ACID: This aspirin-like
compound is anti-inflammatory and topically
helps to break down dead tissue.

Aloe Vera is not a panacea for all ills
and there is no magic about it. It seems to
work primarily in two areas – epithelial tissue
and the immune system. This is largely backed
up by anecdotal evidence, as many thousands
of people over the centuries have reported
benefit for various skin complaints such as
eczema, psoriasis, ulcers, burns, acne even
stings and bites. They have found relief for
bowel disorders such as colitis, diverticulitis

and Irritable Bowel
Syndrome. Other

c o n d i t i o n s
resulting from a
d i s o r d e r e d
immune system
such as
a r t h r i t i s ,
asthma and ME
(post viral
f a t i g u e
syndrome) and
LE (lupus) have

improved after a
regular ingestion

of Aloe Vera gel.
Clinical trials in the

UK are now starting
to ratify this evidence.

***Theabove
informationis takenfrom

“HE FACTS”by DrPeter
Atherton

MB. ChB. D.Obst.
RCOG.MRCGP.

However, what is
most important is the quality and quantity of
aloe in the product being sold. Unfortunately,
many products on the market labelled as ’Aloe
Vera juice’ may contain only a small amount
or proportion of the actual inner leaf gel. If
in doubt look for the Seal of Approval of the
Intentional Aloe Science Council. This is an
independent American regulatory body
which monitors the quantity and quality of
aloe in products. Ensure their Seal of Approval
actually appears on the container.

byChrisGenner
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In the library at Dharamsala they were
dressed for debate, mallas wrapped
around biceps, robes around shoulders,

arms free to gesticulate. The words of
Shakyamuni Buddha had finally been
committed to writing four centuries after
being spoken. So many words - fifty years of
teachings compressed into eighty volumes of
scripture. The patriarchs debated
philosophical disciplines and such matters as
the relative karmic consequences of killing a
real person or of killing an imaginary person.
“Enough,” declared the rebel, Bodhidarma
“How can we gain merit picking to pieces
such unlikely situations?” “Then how are we
supposed to understand the scriptures?”, said
the Rinpoche, the one aware of his previous
incarnations. “Dhyan. Meditate. Just do it,”
replied Bodhidarma, gathering his robe about
him, crossing his legs into lotus and gazing
at the foot of the wall.

Later he rose and walked through the
snowy Himalayan passes into Tibet, and the
ideas of the Buddha enlivened there with
demons and deities, dakhinis and
bodhisattvas, sustained by hierarchical
monasticism, entrenched in illusion, with
form, ritual and ceremony. “For illusion to
exist it must be observed, therefore the
observer exists”, he mused, “who must be
just as real as the illusion.”

Wandering east along mossy trails,
he felt thoughts and words clouding the
moment of clarity. “It is only my own
experience that is real to me, as is our own to
each of us, as was his own to Shakyamuni.
He tried to communicate this, but had to use
words. Can we do without words, empty the
mindof all experience?” “Or let go searching”,
remarked Lao Tzu, asleep by the wayside.
Bodhidarma stopped. “How do you know I
seek?” “You move, therefore you seek.
Whatever it is, is already there. You know it,
even if you cannot define or describe it. Do
youdance?” “Of course,” repliedBodhidarma,
“what spiritual teacher doesn’t?”

ThePatriarch andtheCelestialMaster
circled in stately rhythm, singing to the rocky
hills.

Sang Lao Tzu: “Being in the ordinary
way, strolling through life, supremely at
leisure.” Res-ponded Bod-hidarma: “Living

each day intensely, as if your hair were on
fire!”

“Tis simple to understand but not to
explain,” trilled the Sage.

Bodhidarma slowed, a slight frown
creasing the fearsome brow. “The idea of
seeing your face before you were born is
actually quite hard to understand and cannot
be explained at all.” “No understanding, no
explanation,” sang Lao Tzu, “No thought,
no talk, just mystic quietism, dancing or
working, healing or fighting, loving or
losing, singing a song or sewing a seam,
coming or going, yet always at home.”

“Ah,” Bodhidarma beamed “Mystic
quietism-sitting inmeditation,contemplating
koans.” Lao Tzu grinned as he hopped
around a stone “Just sitting, just living, it’s
all meditation. Beyond definition, beyond
description, beyond using words to promote
the idea of no-words. Ch’an. Just do it. ”
“Long speech” said the Patriarch. “You’re
getting the idea,” said the Sage, mounting an
ox, “you only need words to heal, to comfort
and to teach.” He sat still on its back as the
ox plodded away, calling over his shoulder,
“let good fortune jump on you.”

Bodhidarma strolled into the rising
sun, contemplating the moment of not
thinking, of connection with reality. When
you start to think, he thought, you’re back in
mind and the moment has become of the
past. Our lives are spent heading for the
future, away from the past, while the present
slips by unnoticed. Our lives are spent. We
spend our lives. We spend. And yet to stop
the mind thinking is like asking the heart to
stop beating. Is no-mind a philosophy? Is
not-thinkinga discipline? There must be more
to it than that!

He met the Yellow Emperor by way
of the Dragon Gate and asked him “Why are
we here?” “Are we here? And if we are, why
not? Do we need a reason? What reason
could there be? To sit in meditation until
arms and legs wither? To pray to a god? To
renounce society or to live in society? To
live right? What is right?” With a mental
shrug Bodhidarma gave up, and watched the
dawn of subtle clear light and heard at last the
silent thunder: “Neither seek the truth nor
cherish opinions. Zen. Just get on with it.”

byChristopherLarthe

as a philosophical discipline
You can say that

these people are sucking
your energy or even that
they are psychic vampires,
but they do not set out
with the intention of
taking your energy. They
feel better because they
have gathered the good
energy from you. You do
not feel good afterward
because youhave takenthe
negative energy from
them. Of course, when
you are very weak and this
happens, it may take a long
time to recover and may
also affect your life as well.
So it all depends on your
energy.

I am sure that
there are people who do
try to develop the skill to
take other people’s energy.
Usually they stare at you
trying to establish a
connection or maybe get
some personal belonging
from you in order to do
the same thing. Then they
imagine taking your
energy or making you
weak or even ill. This will
only work if your energy
is weak or you are easily
influenced. This will not
work if your energy is
strong, you practise a lot
of Qigong and are healthy
and balanced and your
mind is calm. On the
opposite side, they
themselveswill be affected.

For instance, if somebody tries to
push you but you are very strong, they will
not be able to push you over and they will
waste their own energy and may end up
injuring themselves instead. At the very least,
they will be tired. However, if you are very
weak, and one of these psychic vampires
pushes you, then you will be easy to push
over and be affected. It is similar to when
someone is afraid of ghosts. The more you
are afraid, then the more ghosts will come to
you because you create the ghosts. But if you
are strong, then there are no any ghosts.

Editorial
Continued from page 1
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Wing Chun Footwork
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have a good stance and your posture is correct
and therefore strong. This also allows you
to relax more, use less strength to defend
yourself, and at the same time allow you to
generate more power when attacking.

This all sounds very attractive, but
how do you do it? You may be surprised to
learn that this is actually trained whilst you
are doing Chi Sau – Sticking Hands. This is a
part that a lot of people miss. Chi Sau is not
meant to be a stationary exercise, or one

where you monotonously step forwards and
backwards.

Whilst Chi Sau allows you to develop
your hand techniques and discover how to
use them, it also does the same for your
stances and stepping. Once you realise this,

If you talk to any traditional Chinese
martial arts teacher, or read any articles
and stories about traditional methods of

training, the most common things you will
find are tales of how hard people trained their
stances and their legs. The reason they did it
back then is still relevant to today’s students.
Quite simply, your legs are your foundation,
andwithout a good foundationyou will never
be strong or steady enough to make your
techniques work as they should and Wing
Chun is no exception.

Training a good stance takes a lot of
time, patience and practice, but even though
you may have made your stances technically
correct and physically strong, the next
question is how do you use these stances and
how do you change from one stance/position
to another? This is where your footwork
comes in.

In Wing Chun there are three
stances, Yee Chi Kim Yeun Ma, Jeun Ma and
Jun Ma. To link these stances up together
there are two methods of stepping, Bui Ma
(Thrusting Step) and Heun Ma (Circling
Step). Training Jeun Ma also trains turning
your body 45 degrees and 90 degrees and
this is another important link in the chain.

Roughly speaking, Bui Ma, Huen Ma
and Juen Ma will be used in combination. In
the forms all the stances and stepping are
trained separately and this allows you to
examine them and understand them
technically. Although, if you only used them
in isolation, you would
find that your Wing Chun
would be quite stiff and
would lack a great many
things, leaving you feeling
vunerable and wondering
how to cope with a great
many situations. Thus it is
very important or should
I say very, very important
that you can move quickly, smoothly and
technically correctly to different positions
with ease. When you can do this you will be
in a better position to use your hand
techniques, whether they be attacking or
defending. This is because at all times you

it is only a matter of attending to it. For
example, when you first start Chi Sau, it is
natural not to move too much, and
concentrate on your hands. If you are told at
the same time to try and move your feet and
waist, you would become very confused, very
quickly. So at the start, you concentrate on
your hands. Your teacher and your seniors
should be able to remind you each time you
have your legs too straight, or your feet too
wide/narrow etc. so you don’t need to worry
too much.

After a while, you should start to
concentrate on your legs and your footwork.
A good way to do this is to repeat the same
methodology to your feet as you did at the
start, i.e. forget about your hands (or at least
don’t worry about them), and concentrate
on your feet.

A nice simple exercise to try:
Use one hand, and changing from

either Tan Sau to Bong Sau, allow your
partner to guide you in any direction by
either pushing on your arm, or pulling it.
Your partner should not use too much
pressure as the exercise is designed to train
your footwork, but as you get better, they
can make you move faster, or alternate the
pace suddenly.

Your partner should continually
change directions, going left or right,
forwards or backwards etc. You should try
and follow his/her lead, moving at the same
speed and changing direction smoothly.
Sometimes your partner can move only a
little, so you need only to take one or two
steps, or even just turn.

Try not to make it a fixed pattern, the
more you can make it random the better.
Your partner should tell you if you are making
mistakes. Be careful not to only step and
forget about turning your waist. Once you
find you are quite comfortable, try to use
your new footwork skills in your Chi Sau.
The difference it makes is quite marked. As
the Chinese saying goes, “A journey of a
thousand miles starts with a single step”, or
in our case a single step or turn

byDarrylMoy.

contact DarrylonDarryl@qimagazine.com

One of the least attended to aspects of Wing Chun
is footwork. The problem is many people only
concentrate on their hand techniques and they forget
their feet.

“Roughly speaking, Bui
Ma, Huen Ma and Juen
Ma will be used in
combination”


